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A tremendous increase in the scale of graphs has been witnessed in a wide range of
fields, which demands efficient and effective visualization techniques to assist users in better
understandings of large graphs. Conventional node-link diagrams are often used to visualize
graphs, whereas excessive edge crossings can easily incur severe visual clutter in the node-
link diagram of a large graph. Edge bundling can effectively remedy visual clutter and reveal
high-level graph structures. Although significant efforts have been devoted to developing
edge bundling, three challenging problems remain. First, edge bundling techniques are often
computationally expensive and are not easy to deploy for web-based applications. The state-
of-the-art edge bundling methods often require special system supports and techniques such
as high-end GPU acceleration for large graphs, which makes these methods less portable,
especially for ubiquitous mobile devices. Second, the quantitative quality of edge bundling
results is barely assessed in the literature. Currently, the comparison of edge bundling mainly
focuses on computational performance and perceptual results. Third, although the family
of edge bundling techniques has a rich set of bundling layout, there is a lack of a generic
method to generate different styles of edge bundling.
In this research, I aim to address these problems and have made the following contri-
butions. First, I provide an efficient framework to deploy edge bundling for web-based
platforms by exploiting standard graphics hardware functions and libraries. My framework
can generate high-quality edge bundling results on web-based platforms, and achieve a
speedup of 50× compared to the previous state-of-the-art edge bundling method on a graph
with half of a million edges. Second, I propose a new moving least squares based approach
to lower the algorithm complexity of edge bundling. In addition, my approach can generate
better bundling results compared to other methods based on a quality metric. Third, I
provide an information-theoretic metric to evaluate the edge bundling methods. I leverage
information theory in this metric. With my information-theoretic metric, domain users can
choose appropriate edge bundling methods with proper parameters for their applications.
Last but not least, I present a deep learning framework for edge bundling visualizations.
Through a training process that learns the results of a specific edge bundling method, my
deep learning framework can infer the final layout of the edge bundling method. My deep
learning framework is a generic framework that can generate the corresponding results of
different edge bundling methods.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Graphs are universally used to depict data relationships arising from applications such as
taxonomy, social science, bioinformatics, and network engineering. To understand the
immense amount of information of a graph, visualization is helpful to reveal significant
patterns and subtle details. Traditionally, a graph is often visualized as a presentation of
vertices and edges, known as a node-link diagram, because of its simplicity and intuitive-
ness [43, 112]. As the quality and the quantity of data from scientific and engineering
applications increase rapidly, the scale of graphs grows accordingly. Traditional exploration
of a node-link diagram is overwhelmed by severe visual clutter such as excessive vertex
overlapping and edge crossing. Researchers and visualization designers have developed
many methods to simplify the visualization of node-link diagram. To address visual clutter
of a node-link diagram, a new concept, named edge bundling, has been proposed. Holten’s
Hierarchical Edge Bundling (HEB) [44] pioneered the idea and applied edge bundling
to graphs with hierarchical structures. Since then, edge bundling methods have evolved
rapidly to adapt for general static and dynamic graphs. Edge bundling is now one of the
2most effective techniques to reveal salient graph structures and patterns, as well as similar
communities and subtle outliers for visualizing large graphs.
Edge bundling provides a simplification of a node-link diagram that is easier for compre-
hension. The basic idea of edge bundling is to visually group similar edges, such that edge
crossings are visually reduced, and main graph structure is revealed. Edge bundling has
been used in various scientific and engineering applications, such as life science [11, 4, 29],
software engineering [19, 24, 95], social science [52, 50], and so on. Applications of edge
bundling have significant impacts on diverse fields.
1.2 Challenges
Edge bundling is very effective to visualize real-world large graphs, but it requires non-
trivial computational steps to provide a reliable result. Generally, most edge bundling
methods first measure the similarity, namely, compatibility to identify which edges are
compatible to be bundled. Existing methods use different compatibility metrics and advect
the edges based on the compatibility to generate different visual bundle results. However,
the resulting graph drawings can often contain certain visual artifacts. Expensive post-
processing steps, such as resampling and smoothing, are used to alleviate the visual artifacts.
The post-processing steps negatively impact the performance of edge bundling applications.
To simplify these computational steps and generate effective visual results remains a big
challenge in developing edge bundling algorithms.
Although web-based platforms have gradually become front-ends for informatic visual-
ization tools, to deploy edge bundling applications for web access is a challenging task. Edge
bundling techniques have expensive computational steps, which can be possibly accelerated
using hardware and parallel processing libraries, such as CUDA and OpenCL. However,
the support of such parallel tools on web-based platforms is limited. This prevents edge
3bundling applications from portable usages. Moreover, efficiency plays an important role in
edge bundling. An efficient and interactive edge bundling application can help users quickly
identify data patterns in dynamic graphs [48]. Hence, to facilitate an efficient edge bundling
framework for web access is vital but still an open problem.
Although a rich family of edge bundling has been supporting the data analysis for many
scientific and applicable domains, there is a lack of a quantitative quality assessment to
evaluate edge bundling methods in the literature. So far, the comparisons between different
edge bundling methods mostly focused on computational performance and perceptual results.
Few studies have evaluated the quantitative quality of edge bundling methods. Domain
experts can benefit from a quantitative evaluation to choose effective edge bundling methods
for their applications, and users can select the optimal parameters for an edge bundling
method from the evaluation feedback. Developers can also leverage a quantitative evaluation
to improve edge bundling methods. A quantitative quality assessment is thereby critical for
the development of edge bundling.
In addition, although the family of edge bundling methods provides a wide spectrum
of edge bundling layouts, a style (layout) framework is still missing for edge bundling
methods. On one hand, few unified frameworks of general graph visualizations have been
presented. On the other hand, to develop a unified framework for generating the layouts
of edge bundling methods is very challenging since different methods typically employ
different statistical or computational models. To mimic the computational processes of
different models using a general framework is formidably difficult. The lack of the style
(layout) tractability of edge bundling methods has hindered the progress towards the layout
analysis and the deployment efficiency of edge bundling applications.
41.3 Contributions
My research in this field leads to the following four main contributions:
First, I tackle edge bundling by exploiting standard graphics hardware functions and
libraries, and present a novel framework that enables edge bundling on web-based platforms
in Chapter 3. I adopt a force-directed edge bundling method and an image-based edge
bundling method in my framework, combining a parallel texture-based processing scheme
to accelerate the bundling process and enable interactivity on web-based platforms. In
this framework, I take advantage of texture-based parallel processing, which is a standard
feature of WebGL. My framework optimizes an end-to-end (from bundling to rendering)
process that enables an effective and interactive large graph visualization on web-based
platforms. My web-based implementation achieves 50× speedups compared to the fastest
CUDA-based edge bundling method on a large graph with half a million edges. I also
demonstrate the performance of my framework by comparing the existing web-based and
CUDA-based edge-bundling methods using different standard graphics cards on different
devices.
Second, I further lower the complexity of edge bundling from an algorithmic perspective,
and introduce a new edge bundling method that leverages a Moving Least Squares (MLS)
approximation to simplify the computational steps of edge bundling methods in Chapter 4.
My approach generates bundle effects by iteratively projecting each sample point of an edge
to its local regression curve based on its neighborhood’s density. Such a local regression
method can produce a better convergence result using fewer iterations. Complex processing
steps, such as resampling and smoothing, are thus avoided. Compared to other edge bundling
methods, my method provides a better quality based on a preliminary quality metric. The
performance result also shows that my CUDA-based implementation is at the same order of
magnitude of the fastest edge bundling method in terms of computational speed.
5Third, I propose an information-theoretic framework to evaluate the visual results of
the edge bundling techniques in Chapter 5. I first illustrate the advantage of edge bundling
visualizations for large graphs, and pinpoint the ambiguity resulting from drawing results.
Second, we define and quantify the amount of information delivered by edge bundling
visualization from the underlying network using information theory. Third, we propose
a new algorithm to evaluate the resulting layouts of edge bundling using the amount of
the mutual information between a raw network dataset and its edge bundling visualization.
Comparison examples based on the proposed framework between different edge bundling
techniques are presented.
Fourth, I present a generic deep learning framework to generate different styles of edge
bundles in Chapter 6. Our deep learning technique can mimic the styles and layouts of a
specific edge bundling. The deep learning framework mainly uses a Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) architecture to learn and mimic the local information estimation of edge
bundling methods. Using the trained feature vector from the results of a specific edge
bundling method, we can infer the final layout result of the corresponding edge bundling
method. Our framework is to inspire researchers to investigate how to use deep learning
techniques to generate effective graph visualizations such that more mature edge bundling
visualizations can be pushed forward.
6Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Basic Concept
Edge bundling methods can be categorized into explicit methods and implicit methods [64].
Explicit methods bundle edges based on a control structure. The typical examples are
Hierarchical Edge Bundling (HEB) [44] and Geometric-Based Edge Bundling (GBEB) [21].
HEB bundles edges based on a predefined hierarchical structure. The advantage is efficient
and predictable, but knowing a hierarchical structure in advance from real-world datasets
is less practical. GBEB computes a control structure only once and bundles edges based
on the control structure. It can reduce visual clutter, whereas the disadvantage is obvious:
the bundles lack flexibility in terms of geometry shape and the generation of the control
structure is expensive. Implicit methods work in a self-organizing way. The idea is to
iteratively compute a local optimal layout to self-adjust. Bundles are gradually constructed
based on the local optimal layout. This idea has dominated in developing edge bundling
since it does not require a known hierarchical structure, and the bundles are more flexible.
In Section 2.1.1, I will revisit the formal definition and the basic pipeline of edge bundling.
In Section 2.2, I will discuss the state-of-the-art edge bundling methods.
72.1.1 Definition of Edge Bundling
We first revisit a formal definition of edge bundling [64]. Let G= (V,E)⊂R2,V = {vi},E =
{ei} be a graph, where vi is a vertex and ei is an edge of G. Let D : E→ R2 be a drawing
operator, such that D(G) represents the drawing of G and D(ei) represents the drawing of
an edge ei. We define a compatibility operator κ , where κ(ei,e j) measures the similarity of
two edges ei and e j. Edges that are more similar than a threshold κmax should be bundled
together, and κ can be used with some reasonable attributes and metrics (e.g., spatial
information [45]). Let B : D → D be a bundling operation, where D ⊂ R2 denotes the
space of all graph drawings, and B(D(ei)) denotes the resulting bundled drawing of ei. For
example, D(ei) can be a straight line drawing and B(D(ei)) can be a drawing of curve or
polyline. Hence, an edge bundling algorithm can be expressed as:
∀(ei ∈ G,e j ∈ G)|κ(ei,e j)< κmax→
δ (B(D(ei)),B(D(e j))) δ (D(ei),D(e j)),
(2.1)
where δ is a distance metric in R2. Different edge bundling approaches have explored
various κ , B, and δ in Equation 2.1 to gain different visual effects of edge bundling [64].
Next, we briefly introduce a general pipeline of edge bundling, and explain their work using
Equation 2.1.
2.1.2 Pipeline of Edge Bundling
Figure 2.1 shows a general pipeline of graph visualization using edge bundling. Given a
node-link diagram, edges are first discretized into sample points, namely, sites. Second,
the similarity of edges is computed to distinguish which edges should be bundled. Here,
similarity can be a compatibility measurement (spacial information of edges) or a predefined
hierarchical structure. Third, sites are advected to form bundles based on specific criteria.
8Figure 2.1: A general pipeline of edge bundling.
Most of the edge bundling methods construct a set of smoothly curved bundles by using 1-D
Laplacian smoothing, Be´zier or B spline. Finally, the generated geometry data of bundles
are sent to GPU for rendering.
This framework typically has several problems for large graphs: As mentioned above,
the explicit methods either compute a control structure once, which can be expensive, or
construct bundles based on a known structure, which can be efficient but less practical to
real-world datasets and be short of flexibility. Implicit methods require iterative refinement
processing to generate reliable results, which is expensive because resampling, compatibility,
and advection are iteratively computed. Iterative edge bundling requires considerable
computing power for a large number of edges. Moreover, if we conduct edge bundling using
a GPU, transferring the data of bundles from the main memory to the GPU memory is costly
for a large graph. For an interactive graph visualization, edge bundling and rendering need
to be carried out frequently in response to each user interaction. Thus, these problems can
be severe in the application of large graphs that require real-time efficiency and interactivity.
92.2 Related Work
This research focuses on addressing the three challenging problems for the development of
edge bundling. I refer those who are interested in information visualization to the following
work and surveys. Liu et al. [69] presented a comprehensive survey and key insights into the
fast-rising information visualization domain. Landesberger et al. [114] and Beck et al. [8]
surveyed many techniques for large graphs and dynamic graphs respectively. Herman et
al. [43] and Vehlow et al. [112] conducted comprehensive surveys for graph visualization.
In this section, I will first recap some of the state-of-the-art methods that have significantly
impacted the development of edge bundling. For a comprehensive survey of edge bundling
methods, I redirect readers to the edge bundling survey [64]. I will briefly discuss the current
web-based tools and studies that also adopt node-link diagram visualization for graph
visualizations in Chapter 3. Since I propose a novel edge bundling algorithm with Moving
Least Squares approximation, I will cover some studies and applications on Moving Least
Squares approximation in Chapter 4. Next, I will also recap some studies of evaluation for
graph drawing in Chapter 5. Lastly, in Chapter 6, I will revisit some existing work using
convolutional neural network (CNN) based deep learning techniques in the literature.
Holten [44] pioneered the edge bundling techniques in graph drawing. He introduced a
novel edge clutter reduction technique for a graph that has a hierarchical structure. The edges
are bundled using B-splines, of which the control points are defined by the hierarchical
structure. It is computationally efficient, but a hierarchical structure must be known in
advance. The following work [120] also employed hierarchical structures as a guideline to
organize edge bundles.
Energy-based minimization methods are used in many studies. Gansner et al. [36]
applied a global ink minimization into edge bundling for the circular layout of graphs.
Multilevel Agglomerative Edge Bundling (MINGLE, Figure 2.2.(b)) [35] used the same
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principal idea of the global ink minimization, and leveraged a kd-tree implementation to
calculate compatibility measures to distinguish the bundled edges. Their quality metric was
based on an ink minimization.
Zhou [121] employed a force model to visualize high-dimensional and multivariate
datasets in parallel coordinates. Holten et al. [45] further developed the force model in
general graphs, namely, Force-Directed Edge Bundling (FDEB, Figure 2.2.(a)). Similar
methods and applications [82, 99, 123] have followed the same basic idea.
Geometric grids and meshes have been also employed to retrieve local geometric infor-
mation of graphs for generating edge bundles. Cui et al. [21] proposed Geometric-based
Edge Bundling (GBEB, Figure 2.2.(c)). They used a pre-computed geometric mesh to guide
the bundling process. The mesh works as an analyzer for detecting the directions and the
distributions of edges. According to the statistic information gained from the mesh, control
points are generated to cluster the edges. Similarly, Lambert et al. [59] proposed Winding
Roads (WR, Figure 2.2.(d)) that also discretized the input graph into multiple regions using
geometric grids. They used a hybrid quad-tree and Voronoı¨ approach to generate supervising
grids. Then, they routed the edges in a Be´zier spline manner. The work [58] extended
the method of WR in 3D geographical layouts. Luo et al. [70] posed a problem that edge
bundling may cause ambiguous interpretations of graphs. They proposed a space-detection
metric to produce control meshes with a kd-tree for edge bundle generation.
Image-based techniques used a density assessment to guide bundling processes [11, 28,
47, 63, 84, 110]. A skeleton-based edge bundling is given in SBEB [28]. They combine
distance field and an edge clustering method to create a 2D skeleton that is suitable for
converging the edges. The following methods are generally based on Kernel Density
Estimation. Kernel density estimation edge bundling (KDEEB, Figure 2.2.(f)) [47] first
introduced this idea. The basic pipeline is to first transform an input graph into a density map
using kernel density estimation, and then moved the sample points of edges towards the local
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density maxima to form bundles. Peysakhovich et al. [84] extended KDEEB using edge
attributes to distinguish bundles. CUDA Universal Bundling (CUBu, Figure 2.2.(g)) [110]
used GPU acceleration to enable interactively bundling a graph with a million edges. Fast
Fourier Transform Edge Bundling (FFTEB, Figure 2.2.(h)) [63] improved the scalability of
density estimation by transforming the density space to the frequency space.
There are other edge bundling studies. Bach et al. [5] investigated the connectivity
of edge bundling methods on Confluent Drawings. Nguyen et al. [79] proposed an edge
bundling method for streaming graphs, which extended the idea of TGI-EB [82]. Kwon
et al. [57] showed their layout, rendering, and interaction methods for edge bundling in an
immersive environment.
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(a) FDEB [45] (b) MINGLE [35]
(c) GBEB [21] (d) WR [59]
(e) SDEB [28] (f) KDEEB [47]
(g) CUBu [110] (h) FFTEB [63]
Figure 2.2: Visualizing an airlines dataset with 2180 edges (a-b) and a US migration dataset
with 9780 edges (c-h) using the state-of-art methods.
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Chapter 3
A Web-Based Framework for Edge
Bundling
3.1 Introduction
Web-based information visualization is becoming increasingly ubiquitous. Web-based
tools and techniques have provided a portable means for designers to build visualization
across different platforms. Representative examples include D3 [9] and Protovis [10].
However, none of these methods or applications can facilitate efficient edge bundling for
large graphs on web-based platforms. The datasets used in the edge bundling applications
of D3 and Protovis are modest, and it is difficult to achieve interactive framerates in the
resulting visualizations. As the size of datasets increase drastically in both scientific and
applicable domains, it is becoming more and more challenging to effectively and efficiently
bundle a large graph on web-based platforms. Edge bundling methods can concisely reveal
the main structure of a graph by grouping related edges together into a set of smoothly
curved bundles. However, as mentioned in Section 2.1.2, their execution typically involves
expensive computational steps to achieve a visually appealing result for a large graph.
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Although researchers have experimented with acceleration methods [47, 63, 84, 110, 122],
these solutions mostly rely on features dedicated to special graphics hardware or libraries.
The support of these standard parallel programming libraries and architectures, such as
CUDA and OpenCL, is limited in web-based platforms. Although some lightweight libraries,
such as WebCL, emerged in recent years, they are still limited in certain smart devices and
web browsers. This is a critical problem because the complicated computational steps of
edge bundling methods demand parallel acceleration. Therefore, it remains a challenging
task to efficiently construct and visualize edge bundles of large graphs on devices with a
limited computational capacity and library support, in particular, on ubiquitous smart mobile
devices.
To address the challenge, I present a new framework for constructing and visualizing
edge bundles of large graphs using standard functions of graphics cards for web access. My
method adopts a force-based model and a kernel density based model. The reason why
I choose to focus on these two models is that the force-based model is one of the most
popular graph models that have been widely used in diverse fields while kernel density
based model is very effective to bundle very large graphs. In particular, for the force-based
model, I employ the computation model of Force-Directed Edge Bundling (FDEB) [45],
encode the data of lines and forces into standard texture images, and conduct iterative line
refinement using vertex and fragment shaders that are the standard functions of graphics
systems. As the major steps are conducted through the usage of textures, I name this method
as Texture-based Edge Bundling (TBEB). For the kernel density based model, I exploit the
basic idea from Kernel Density Estimation Edge Bundling (KDEEB) [47] and its optimized
implementation using CUDA [110]. They essentially use the mean shift principle [18]. The
idea is to iteratively advect the edges by using the normalized gradient of an edge density
map. The edge density map can be encoded as a histogram into a texture. Every pixel in the
texture gives an accumulation value, and then a density gradient can be calculated to advect
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edges. Iterative advection uses programs of vertex and fragment shaders that is the same as
TBEB. Since the histogram and gradient calculation of this model is conducted on the pixel
level, I name this method as Pixel-Based Edge Bundling. To enable real-time interaction of
the result, I optimize the data transfer in implementation to enable an efficient framework
for force-based and kernel density based edge bundling methods on web-based platforms.
The parallel processing of my method uses the standard graphics hardware functions
and libraries, and can be universally applied on devices with standard graphics processing
units. In addition, I present a web-based framework that can be easily migrated across
devices and platforms without any significant overhead. I demonstrate the effectiveness
of my framework using multiple data sets on devices with standard graphics cards. My
framework can achieve interactive frame rates to conduct and render the edge bundles of a
graph with thousands of edges in a web browser. More importantly, my proposed framework
outperforms the state-of-the-art edge bundling techniques in terms of real-time execution.
Hence, my contribution in this chapter is twofold. First, I develop a web-based framework
to effectively visualize large graphs ranging from thousands of edges to half of a million
edges using an edge bundling method. Our visualization results can reveal the high-level
structures and backbones of the graphs on web-based platforms. Second, we address the
parallel processing issue of edge bundling using a web-based method and minimize the data
movement between CPU and GPU to optimize the performance of the real-time interaction.
In our experiments, we show that our web-based framework outperforms the current fastest
method [63] by a speedup of 50× on a graph with half of a million edges. At the same time,
we ensure the high quality of our visualization result on web-based platforms.
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3.2 Related Work
In this chapter, I will address how to deploy efficient edge bundling implementations on
portable devices. Hence, I will introduce existing approaches that develop visualizations
using portable media, and review some acceleration methods of edge bundling methods.
Web-based visualization systems have been providing a portable means for designers and
researchers to build customizable visualization system. Protovis [9] was a visualization
system that employed HTML, JavaScript, and Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) to generate
interactive web-based visualization. A web-based library Document-Driven Documents
(D3) [10] emerged as a new visualization system to directly manipulate the elements
of page content by binding data to document elements. The performance of D3 was
demonstrated to be twice as fast as Protovis. However, when the problem size reaches a
certain large amount, e.g. visualizing thousands of edges with force-directed layouts (force-
directed node-link diagram and force-directed edge bundling graph) [22], the performance
of the interactive visualization of D3 drops drastically. A web-based implementation [77]
embedded MINGLE [35] in graph visualization for web access. But it is not efficient for
bundling a large graph with tens of thousands of edges.
Although these edge bundling based approaches can achieve visually appealing results,
they are characterized by high algorithmic complexities. The execution of such an algorithm
may take several to hundreds of seconds to compute bundles for large graphs. This perfor-
mance lag hinders the usage of these methods on interactive applications. A few efforts have
been perceived to accelerate the construction of edge bundles. Ersoy et al. [28] used GPUs
to accelerate their skeleton-based edge bundling. Zhu et al. [122] presented a parallelized
FDEB on GPUs, and achieved an 11× speedup compared to the original FDEB. However,
these methods rely on NVIDIA’s CUDA architecture, which cannot be easily adopted to
general graphics cards.
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3.3 Textured-Based Edge Bundling
In this section, I aim to accelerate force-directed edge bundling (FDEB) [45] using standard
functions of general graphics cards, and make edge bundling deployable and compatible
with web-based platforms.
3.3.1 Background
We first revisit the computational model of FDEB. As shown in Figure 2.1, FDEB takes a
node-link diagram with straight edges as its input, and uses an iterative simulation to refine
the bundling. There are total C simulation cycles. In each cycle, FDEB first subdivides each
edge and then iteratively moves each subdivision point to a new position by modeling and
computing forces among the points.
In the first simulation cycle C0, FDEB starts with P0 subdivision points for each edge. For
example, in Figure 3.1(a), each edge has two endpoints (in orange) and one subdivision point
(in blue), and is subdivided into two segments (i.e., P0 = 1 in this case). The subdivision
is essentially a resampling process. Then, two types of forces, the spring forces Fs and the
electrostatic forces Fe, are modeled at a subdivision point pi j, where pi j is the jth point on
an edge li, as shown in Figure 3.1(a). Fs is defined as:
Fs = kp(‖ pi( j−1)− pi j ‖+ ‖ pi j− pi( j+1) ‖), (3.1)
where kp is a spring constant, and pi( j−1) and pi( j+1) are the neighboring points of pi j on
the edge li. Fe is defined as:
Fe = ∑
m∈E
1
‖ pi j− pm j ‖ , (3.2)
where E is a set of edges where each edge lm interacts with li. pm j is the corresponding
subdivision point on such an interacting edge lm. Thus, the combined force Fpi j exerted on
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.1: Edge subdivision and subdivision point movement in FDEB.
pi j is:
Fpi j = Fs+Fe. (3.3)
The position of pi j is updated by moving it a small distance in the direction of Fpi j . This is
an iterative process in that Fe, Fs, and Fpi j are also updated according to the new position
of pi j. A specific number of iteration steps I is conducted to move the subdivision points
to reach an equilibrium between forces. Figure 3.1(b) shows the equilibrium state of C0.
The edge subdivision and the subdivision point movement are continued in the following
simulation cycles. Figure 3.1(c) and (d) illustrate the process of C1.
The number of iteration steps during the first cycle is I0. We can easily see that the
number of subdivision points is doubled to smoothen the edges after performing a cycle.
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Meanwhile, the number of iteration steps I is decreased by a factor R. The original paper
of FDEB [45] reported that a configuration of P0 = 1, C = 6, I0 = 50, and R = 2/3 leads to
appropriate results.
The size of E can be significant for a large graph, and thus increase the computing
cost. To address this, FDEB uses four criteria, angle, scale, position, and visibility, for edge
compatibility measures. Only the edges with the compatibility measures greater than a
threshold are considered as interacting edges. In this way, FDEB can control the amount of
interaction between edges, and thus reduce the computing overhead.
3.3.2 Parallelization Strategy
We characterize FDEB and observe several possibilities to parallelize the computation with
respect to simulation cycles and iteration steps:
• We can see that each line can be subdivided independently in each simulation cycle.
On the other hand, each line should have the same number of subdivision points
to compute the combined force. This implies that the line subdivision needs to be
synchronized in each simulation cycle. That is, asynchronous line subdivision across
simulation cycles is not allowed.
• We can see that in each iteration step, the combined force of each subdivision point
can be computed independently. Similarly, the position of points can be updated in
parallel as well.
• Given a specific configuration of P0, C, I0, and R, the total amount of subdivision
points of a graph is deterministic after the last simulation cycle of FDEB. This implies
that we can pre-allocate the memory to accommodate the data of final result.
Based on these observations, we can derive the following parallelization strategy:
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.2: The 2D matrix representation of graph used in our parallel FDEB strategy.
First, we use a 2D matrix to represent the graph. Each row corresponds to one edge
li, and each entry records the position of a point pi j. The total matrix entry number is
equal to the total point number that will be generated by FDEB in the final cycle. Initially,
only the first two columns are filled, which correspond to the two endpoints of the original
straight edges. We then insert the subdivision points into the 2D matrix at each simulation
cycles. For example, Figure 3.2 (a) and (b) show the matrixes of C0 and C1, respectively,
where the orange entries correspond to the endpoints, and the blue entries correspond to the
subdivision points at each cycle. Compared to Figure 3.2 (a), we can see that a new blue
entry (i.e., a new subdivision point) has been inserted into each row (i.e., an edge) of the
matrix in Figure 3.2 (b). This process will be continued until the whole matrix is filled.
Second, given the positions of all points, we can compute the combined force Fpi j of
a point pi j using Equations 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3. The position value of pi j then is updated by
moving it a small distance according to Fpi j . The updated position is directly recorded into
the entry of pi j in the 2D matrix.
Figure 3.2 illustrates this parallelization strategy. We can see that the computing task
associated with pi j is largely independent of each other. Intuitively, we can assign each
task of pi j to a thread, and execute them in parallel. Algorithm 1 shows a realization of
our parallelization strategy1. Lines 12-18 correspond to the operation of edge subdivision,
1To simplify the discussion, the technical detail of compatibility measure is not described, but its timing
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Algorithm 1 PARALLELFDEB
1: // Initialization
2: C← the number of simulation cycles
3: I0← the number of iteration steps in the first cycle C0
4: R← the decreasing factor
5: t← the number of points of each edge after the last cycle
6: Given n edges, create one 2D matrix M with n rows and t columns.
7: Fill the two endpoints of all edges into the first and third columns of M, respectively.
8: Ci← 0; Ii← I0
9: // Simulation
10: while Ci <C do
11: // Subdivide each edge
12: for each entry pi j of M in parallel do
13: if pi j is an endpoint at Ci and Ci > 0 then
14: Copy the corresponding endpoint at Ci−1 to pi j.
15: else
16: Compute pi j as a subdivision point according to the previous subdivision points
at Ci−1.
17: end if
18: end for
19: Synchronization
20: // Iteratively move the subdivision points
21: for each iteration step of Ii do
22: for each entry pi j of M in parallel do
23: Compute Fs with respect to pi j.
24: Compute Fe with respect to pi j.
25: Fpi j ← Fs+Fe.
26: Move pi j a small distance in the direction of Fpi j , and update pi j in M.
27: end for
28: Synchronization
29: end for
30: Ci←Ci+1
31: Ii← Ii×R
32: end while
and Lines 21-29 correspond to the operations of force calculation and subdivision point
movement. Special care has been taken to ensure the synchronization across the simulation
cycles (Line 19) and the iteration steps (Line 28).
result is included in our performance evaluation.
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Conceptually, Algorithm 1 can be easily implemented using multi-thread techniques
on CPUs or GPUs (Line 12 and Line 22). For example, one implementation has been
proposed using CUDA on NVIDIA graphics cards [122]. GPU-based implementations
are especially attractive as a significant speedup can be possibly achieved by leveraging
the massive parallelism of a GPU. However, these implementations often rely on specific
graphics cards or graphics features, such as direct GPU memory write, that is not universally
supported. In particular, mobile devices are often equipped with lower-end GPUs, and are
less capable to carry out the calculation in Algorithm 1.
3.3.3 Implementation
We present a new method to realize the visualization framework in Figure 2.1 by holistically
addressing edge bundling and rendering. Our method uses standard graphics features
specified in OpenGL and WebGL, and thus can be easily adapted by various devices with
standard GPUs. In particular, if we conduct our method using WebGL, the web page of
interactive edge bundling can be displayed on most web browsers without any modification.
3.3.3.1 Concept
The main challenge for us to perform FDEB using OpenGL or WebGL is that there is a
lack of functionality of direct GPU memory access in OpenGL or WebGL. When we use
OpenGL or WebGL, GPU memory access is typically conducted through texture functions.
For GPU memory read, we can first upload data from the main memory to the GPU memory
via texture binding, and then access texture data via texture lookup in vertex or fragment
shaders. For GPU memory write, we can first bind a texture with a Framebuffer Object
(FBO) and render data into FBO. The rendering function can be customized using vertex or
fragment shaders so that we can control the contents that are written to texture. Because
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we cannot directly read and write one texture simultaneously, we can use the ping-pong
buffering (or double buffering) method [85] to read the input and write the output through
textures, and thus enable the operations of edge subdivision, force computing, and position
updating.
3.3.3.2 Algorithm
The main algorithm of our method is illustrated in Algorithm 2. Given a specified configura-
tion (i.e., P0, C, I0, and R), we can predict the number of points of each edge, t, after the last
cycle. Given a node-link diagram with n edges, we construct two 2D matrixes Ma and Mb,
and each matrix has n rows and t columns. Our goal is to fill each entry of one matrix with
the final position of a subdivision point after the completeness of simulation.
Initially, we fill the two endpoints of all edges into the first and third columns of a matrix
Ma. We then bind Ma as the input texture Tin, and bind Mb as the output FBO Tout . The 2D or
3D position coordinates are encoded into the color components of the input texture Ma. Then,
during each simulation cycle, we use a fragment shader TEXTUREBASEDSUBDIVISION
to conduct edge subdivision (Line 13 in Algorithm 2), and then iteratively call another
fragment shader TEXTUREBASEDUPDATE (Line 17 in Algorithm 2) to compute the forces
and update the point position.
Algorithm 3 lays out the TEXTUREBASEDSUBDIVISION fragment shader. Each pixel
pi j of Tout represents the jth point of an edge li at a simulation cycle Ci. If pi j is an endpoint
at Ci, we can directly fetch the corresponding endpoint pi j in Tin using texture lookup and
copy the value to pi j in Tout . Otherwise, we compute pi j as a subdivision point according to
the previous subdivision points in Tin using texture lookup. We then render pi j as a color
into Tout . The key to this step is the transform between texture coordinates and the indexes
of lines and points. When we encode a data set into a texture, a data point is accessed
through a 2D texture coordinate (x,y), where the x or y component of texture coordinate is
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Algorithm 2 TEXTUREBASEDEDGEBUNDLING
1: // Initialization
2: C← the number of simulation cycles
3: I0← the number of iteration steps in the first cycle C0
4: R← the decreasing factor
5: t← the number of points of each edge after the last cycle
6: Given n edges, create two 2D matrixes Ma and Mb. Each matrix has n rows and t
columns.
7: Fill the two endpoints of all edges into the first and third columns of Ma, respectively.
8: Tin←Ma // Bind Ma as the input texture Tin
9: Tout ←Mb // Bind Mb as the output FBO Tout
10: Ci← 0; Ii← I0
11: // Simulation
12: while Ci <C do
13: TEXTUREBASEDSUBDIVISION(Tin, Tout , Ci)
14: Swap Tin and Tout (i.e., the previous Tout becomes the input texture, and the previous
Tin becomes the output FBO).
15: // Iteratively move the subdivision points
16: for each iteration step of Ii do
17: TEXTUREBASEDUPDATE(Tin, Tout) Line
18: Swap Tin and Tout
19: end for
20: Ci←Ci+1
21: Ii← Ii×R
22: end while
typically within the range of 0.0 and 1.0. If we encode a 2D n× t matrix into a 2D texture,
for an entry at the ith column and the jth row of the matrix, its 2D texture coordinate (x,y)
is computed as:
x = i/(n−1),y = j/(t−1). (3.4)
Accordingly, a 2D texture coordinate (x,y) is corresponding to the entry (i, j):
i = ceil(x×n), j = ceil(y× t). (3.5)
We use this transformation to read (write) the points from (into) the textures.
Algorithm 4 lays out the TEXTUREBASEDUPDATE fragment shader. According to
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Algorithm 3 TEXTUREBASEDSUBDIVISION(Tin : input texture; Tout : out put f bo; Ci :
simulation cycle)
1: for each pixel pi j of Tout in parallel do
2: if pi j is an endpoint at Ci and Ci > 0 then
3: Fetch the corresponding endpoint in Tin using texture lookup and copy the value to
pi j.
4: else
5: Compute pi j as a subdivision point according to the previous subdivision points in
Tin using texture lookup.
6: end if
7: Render pi j into Tout .
8: end for
Algorithm 4 TEXTUREBASEDUPDATE(Tin : input texture; Tout : out put f bo)
1: for each pixel pi j of Tout in parallel do
2: Fetch the corresponding points in Tin using texture lookup and use them to compute
Fs and Fe with respect to pi j.
3: Fpi j ← Fs+Fe.
4: Move pi j a small distance in the direction of Fpi j .
5: Render pi j into Tout .
6: end for
the texture coordinate of each pixel pi j of Tout , we can use Equation 3.5 to compute the
corresponding indexes of line and point, and locate the indexes of the points that are needed
in Equations 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3. These indexes are then translated into the texture coordinates
in Tin using Equation 3.4, which allows us to fetch the corresponding points in Tin using
texture lookup and use them to compute Fs, Fe, and Fpi j with respect to pi j. We then move
pi j a small distance in the direction of Fpi j , and render pi j as a color into Tout .
We swap Tin and Tout during each simulation cycle and each iteration step (Lines 14
and 18 in Algorithm 2) to enable GPU memory read/write via ping-pong buffering. In this
way, we can always compute the new subdivision points and write them into the output
texture according to the previous points stored in the input texture. Similarly, we can
iteratively compute the forces and update the position of each point by flipping the input
and output textures.
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The entire bundling process is completed until we perform all C simulation cycles. We
obtain the output texture where the entries are filled with the final positions of subdivision
points of all edges. Then we need to render the edges encoded in the texture.
3.3.3.3 Rendering
After the final simulation cycles, we transform the structure of the 2D matrix of the output
texture into a 1D array, and bind this array into a Vertex Buffer Object (VBO) [85]. Then
we can interactively render a large number of lines using VBO. Because the output texture
and the VBO are all located in the GPU memory, we can directly conduct rendering in GPU
and avoid the costly data transferring between CPU and GPU in the conventional method
shown in Figure 2.1.
We note that texture lookup, FBO, VBO, and fragment shaders are standard graphics
functions in the specification of OpenGL and WebGL, and are nearly fully supported by all
graphics vendors. Thus, our method can be adapted to most devices with standard graphics
processing units.
3.4 Pixel-Based Edge Bundling
TBEB has used parallel features of WebGL for edge bundling processing (Section 3.3). We
further improve the scalability of parallel bundling for large graphs, and ensure interactivity
and quality. After a careful study of the family of edge bundling methods, I found that
the Kernel Density Estimation Based (KDE-based) method is one of the most appropriate
methods to visualize large graphs. The rationale to choose a KDE-based method is discussed
in Section 3.4.1. The current fastest edge bundling methods CUBu and FFTEB are KDE-
based, and use parallel computing architectures such as NVidia’s CUDA or OpenCL. It
is non-trivial to deploy these methods on web-based platforms because the support of the
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parallel computing library is limited. In this section, I present another new method that
uses WebGL’s texture feature and shaders programming for parallel computing, and enables
a real-time edge bundling construction for large graphs on any standard web browsers.
The modification required to adapt KDE-based method on web-based platforms and the
implementation details will be discussed in Section 3.4.2.
3.4.1 Kernel Density Estimation Edge Bundling
Given an input graph G = (V,E)⊂ R2,V = {vi},E = {ei} where vi is a vertex and ei is an
edge of G, my framework aims to visually bundle the edges based on a similarity metric,
and the bundles construction can be rendered in real-time on web-based platforms. In
edge bundling visualization, an edge ei is visualized as a straight-line or curve, and can
be modeled as a polyline. The control points, namely sites, of the polylines, are either
subdivided (like FDEB and TBEB) or uniformly sampled by a predefined sampling step
σ . Formally, the sites are presented as x j, and thereby ei = {x j} [47, 63, 110, 122]. In this
section, we use the algorithm in KDE-based edge bundling methods. We will describe the
basic pipeline of the KDE-based methods, and how I exploit the idea to our implementation.
Researchers have presented several KDE-based methods [47, 63, 84, 110]. They essen-
tially use the Mean Shift principle [18]. The idea is first to uniformly sample each edge
with a predefined step σ , i.e., edges with different length have a different number of sites.
The second step is to iteratively group the edges using the normalized gradient of an edge
density map ρ of E. To obtain the edge density map ρ :R2→R+, all sites x j of set P on all
edges of E are convolved with a radial kernel K:
ρ(x ∈ R2) = ∑
y∈P
K(
||x− y||
pR
), (3.6)
where pR is the radius of K, and K is a kernel function (e.g., Epanechnikov or Gaussian).
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Next, the sites x j are advected according to the normalized gradient of ρ with a distance pR.
Formally,
xnewj = x j + pR
∇p
||∇p|| , (3.7)
CUBu, one of the representative KDE-based edge bundling methods, proposes a solution
that a per-pixel site-density buffer C : R2→ N is created to accumulate the sites that are
rendered into C . C (x) gives the number of sites of E that fall inside pixel x. Hence, for
each pixel y, the density map ρ is computed as:
ρ(y) = ∑
x∈T (y)
K(||x− y||)C (x), (3.8)
where T (y) is a disk of radius pR centered at y. Equation 3.7 is applied to advect sites
after ρ is computed. Every edge ei is resampled by replacing {x j} with {xnewj } after every
advection iteration. At the final step of the bundling process, a 1-D Laplacian smoothing
is performed to remove the jitter effect of the resulting polylines. The complexity of KDE
method is O(pI · pN · pS), where pI , pN , and pS are the image resolution, the number of
bundling iterations, and the counts of all sites, respectively.
I adopt the idea of KDE-based method in our framework. Using KDE-based on web-
based platforms has multiple advantages. First, optimizing the implementation of Mean
Shift principle on GPUs, the KDE-based method reveals several accuracy and scalability
advantages [64]. Edges are sampled and accumulated into a buffer of pixels, normalized
gradients are thus generated to advect the sampled points. The computational complexity
is independent of the number of edges and vertices. Hence, it is suitable to bundle very
large graphs. Second, KDE-based methods can be easily parallelized. The density map
can be easily computed using OpenGL, WebGL, or other web-based rendering tools by
encoding the sites’ locations x j with a 2D floating-point texture, and accumulating the sites
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in a floating-point image buffer. Similarly, the calculation of normalized gradients can also
be encoded with a 2D floating-point texture, and advect the sites in a ping-pong buffer
manner. Third, the web-based implementation I use in our framework is WebGL. To my
best knowledge, it has been nearly universally supported by nowadays web browsers, and
thereby ensures the portability. Therefore, I choose to use the texture feature of WebGL to
implement KDE-based methods to visualize large graphs on web-based platforms. Next, I
will describe the modification to the KDE-based method on web platforms.
3.4.2 Implementation
To enable interactive edge bundling on web-based platforms, GPU acceleration is required
for the bundling process. However, the main challenge to perform parallel computing on
web-based platforms is that the current web-based techniques lack the support of direct
GPU memory access. I build my framework upon the method of TBEB. The basic idea of
TBEB is to leverage the texture feature and shader programs of WebGL to conduct GPU
memory access and operation. For GPU memory read, data can be first uploaded from
the main memory to the GPU memory via texture binding, and then access texture data
via texture lookup in vertex and fragment shader programs. For GPU memory write, a
Framebuffer Object (FBO) is bound with a texture, and then the data are rendered into the
FBO. The rendering function can be customized using programs of vertex and fragment
shaders so that the data written to the FBO can be manipulated. It is not feasible in WebGL to
simultaneously read and write one texture. To address this problem, the ping-pong buffering
(or double buffering) method [85] is used to read the input and write the output through
different textures.
The limitation of TBEB is that it requires non-uniform sampling, i.e., each edge has the
same number of sampling points. It encodes each sample point as a 4-component pixel in a 2-
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D floating point texture. It works well with some modest datasets with just up to 2 thousand
edges. It cannot address very large graphs since the subdivision sampling may make the size
of sample points be very big and exceed the size of the maximal texture. TBEB and FDEB
typically require a large number of sampling points to generate a pleasing result [81]. To
solve this scalability problem, I exploit the idea of the KDE-based methods. As mentioned
in Section 3.4.1, I use a uniform sampling method to sample edges, such that the number of
sample points is significantly reduced. Then, the sample points can be accumulated on an
image buffer, technically, an FBO. The subsequent operations, including kernel splatting,
gradient computing, and position updating, can be conducted in a double buffering manner.
Leveraging the KDE-based methods and the parallel computing of WebGL together, I realize
an effective and interactive edge bundling visualization on web-based platforms. Next, we
describe our implementation and technical details. Algorithm 5 layouts the pipeline of my
implementation.
Initially, every edge ei of the input graph G is sampled with a sample step σ . The
sample points, namely, sites {xi} are stored in a texture TI . We refer to this texture as an
indexing texture. It stores the coordinates of {xi} by encoding the coordinates of the sites
with 4-component RGBA pixel values. In particular, we intentionally subdivide each edge
into an odd number of segments so that a 4-component RGBA pixel value stores a segment
with 4 coordinates (one segment consists of 2 points), which facilitates a relatively simple
encoding. Hence, the width of TI can be defined:
Iw =

pS
2
if pS2 < max,
max otherwise,
(3.9)
where max is a predefined parameter. It can not be larger than the maximum width of an
allocated texture. Recall that pS is the counts of all sites. The height of the texture Ih is
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Algorithm 5 PARALLELWDEB
1: // Initialization
2: I← the number of iteration steps
3: D← the decreasing factor
4: R← the kernel radius
5: Ii← I0 // initialize the iteration number
6: E← the edges of the graph
7: σ ← the sampling step
8: {x}← Function(E,σ) // sample E based on σ
9: TI ← indexing texture
10: TO← indicator texture
11: Tin← input position texture
12: Tout ← output position texture
13: Build location array L and indexing array TI based on {x} and E
14: Tin← TI // initialize Tin with TI
15: // Simulation
16: while Ii < I do
17: // Compute histogram
18: TH ← histogram texture
19: FH ← histogram FBO
20: Bind FH with TH // bind texture with FBO
21: Render {x} into FH // accumulate pixel
22: Synchronization
23: // Compute gradients
24: TG← gradient texture
25: FG← gradient FBO
26: Bind FG with TG // bind texture with FBO
27: Render FG with TH and R // compute the gradient
28: Synchronization
29: // Update Positions
30: FP← position FBO
31: Bind FP with Tout // bind texture with FBO
32: Render FP with Tin, TO and TG // update position
33: Synchronization
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34: // Resampling
35: FR← resampling FBO
36: Bind FR with Tin // bind texture with FBO
37: Render FR with Tout // resample sites
38: Synchronization
39: // Smoothing
40: FS← smoothing FBO
41: Bind FS with Tout // bind texture with FBO
42: Render FS with Tin // smooth edges
43: Synchronization
44: Swap Tin and Tout // swap texture for next iteration
45: Ii← Ii+1
46: R← R×D
47: end while
defined as:
Ih = ceil(
pS
2
max
), (3.10)
Additionally, we need to create a texture TO that records a point in TI is either an endpoint or
a site since endpoints of edges and sites may overlap in some pixel. Similar to CUBu [110],
we accumulate sites on an image buffer. In our implementation, we render all the sites of the
graph into a Frame Buffer Object (FBO) FH . The width and height of FH are set to be the
resolution of the display. FH is bound with a 2D floating-point texture TH . After rendering,
TH gives a histogram, where the number of sites falling into every pixel are recorded. The
value of the pixel in the histogram is encoded as either R, G or B value in TH . Here, we
restrict the rendering point size to be exactly 1 pixel, i.e., one site can only be rendered
in one pixel in TH . To accumulate the number of rendering sites in TH , the source and
destination factors of the blending function must be set to be GL SRC COLOR. The width
and height of FH and TH are the same as the width and height of the display resolution.
Second, after the histogram is built, we can compute the normalized gradients by
splatting a kernel function. To do that in WebGL, we need to bind an FBO FG with a 2D
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Algorithm 6 PARALLELGRADIENT(TH : input texture; TG : out put f bo;
R : kernel radius)
1: for each pixel pi j of TG in parallel do
2: for each pixel pθ inside the disk centered at pi j do
3: // apply Gaussian splatting with radius R
4: Use texture lookup from TH , apply weighted function W , and copy the sum of
weighted values to pi j
5: pi j←W (pi j)+W (pθ ).
6: end for
7: Render pi j into TG.
8: end for
Algorithm 7 PARALLELUPDATE(TO : input texture; TG : input texture; Tin : input texture;
Tout : out put f bo)
1: Gpi j // the advection vector of TG in the position of pi j.
2: for each pixel pi j of Tout in parallel do
3: Fetch the corresponding sites in Tin using texture lookup and learn the position of the
advection vector in TG.
4: Fetch the corresponding sites in TG using texture lookup and use them to copy the
value of the advection vector to Gpi j .
5: if pi j is a site according to TO then
6: Move pi j based on Gpi j .
7: end if
8: Render pi j into Tout .
9: end for
floating-point texture TG. The 2D gradient values are encoded into the color components of
the texture TG. The kernel splatting is conducted in a customized fragment shader program.
During the rendering process, TH is also passed to the GPU memory. In the fragment shader
program, kernel splatting can be easily done by applying a Gaussian weighted function
W . Then, a gradient filter is used to compute the normalized gradient for each pixel in TG.
After rendering, every color component of TG contains an advection vector for later position
updating. The width and height of FG and TG are identical to the width and height of the
display resolution. Algorithm 6 shows the PARALLELGRADIENT fragment shader.
Third, we update the positions of the sites. Recall that we have created an indexing
texture TI and TO. We can update the position of each site of TI in a customized fragment
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shader program with TI , TO, and TG as inputs. We first make Tin = TI . We need another
texture buffer Tout to be bound with an FBO FP. We then pass Tin, TO, and TG to the GPU
memory, and render the new positions as a color component into Tout . Note the sizes of the
aforementioned texture TH and TG are identical to the display resolution, while the width and
the height of Tin and Tout are Iw and Ih, respectively. The key to this step is the translation
between the texture coordinates and the indexes of sites (pixels). When we encode a data set
into a texture, a data point is accessed through a 2D texture coordinate (x,y), where the x
or y component of texture coordinate is typically between 0.0 and 1.0. Recall that, if we
encode a 2D n× t matrix into a 2D texture, the transformation between an entry at the ith
column and the jth row of the matrix and its 2D texture coordinate (x,y) can be computed
by Equations 3.4 and 3.5.
We use this transformation to read the points from the textures. In this step, the rendering
resolution is set to be Iw× Ih. In the fragment shader program, each pixel contains the
position of one segment (4-component RGBA value stores two 2D sites). From the color
component R and G or B and A in Tin, we can gain the index of the gradient value in TG.
Using Equations 3.4 and 3.5 to translate the corresponding coordinate in TG, we can retrieve
the gradient value for this site. We ignore the update of a point if its record in TO indicates it
is an endpoint. Algorithm 7 shows the PARALLELUPDATE fragment shader. After rendering,
Tout contains the updated position of all sites and the original endpoints.
KDE-based methods generate lattice artifacts. Hence, resampling and smoothing are
applied to increase the readability of the final drawing. The resampling and smoothing can
also be parallelized. Algorithm 8 shows the PARALLELRESAMPLE fragment shader. Tout
has been generated from the position updating step. We need to create an FBO FR, and
bind it with Tin. In this step, Tout is the input texture and Tin is the output texture. In the
resampling fragment shader program, we first define a distance threshold H. For every site
pi j, search forward along the edge to find the previous site prepi j whose distance to pi j is
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Algorithm 8 PARALLELRESAMPLE(Tin : input texture; Tout : out put f bo)
1: | · | ← euclidean distance
2: H← distance threshold
3: pren← number of previous adjacent sites that are close to the current site pi j
4: nextn← number of next adjacent sites that are close to the current site pi j
5: prepi j ← the previous adjacent site of the current site pi j
6: nextpi j ← the next adjacent site of the current site pi j
7: for each pixel pi j of Tin in parallel do
8: while |prepi j − pi j|< H do
9: prepi j = the previous sites of prepi j
10: pren++;
11: end while
12: while |nextpi j − pi j|< H do
13: nextpi j = the next sites of prepi j
14: nextn++;
15: end while
16: if pren <= nextn then
17: Move pi j a small distance
|prepi j−pi j|
pren+1
towards prepi j .
18: else
19: Move pi j a small distance
|nextpi j−pi j|
nextn+1
towards nextpi j .
20: end if
21: Render pi j into Tin.
22: end for
larger or equal to H. Count the site number pren between pi j and prepi j . So on and so forth
for the backward search to find nextpi j and nextn. We then compare pren and nextn. If pren
is smaller, we move pi j towards pren with a distance of
|prepi j−pi j|
pren+1
, and vice versa.
The smoothing step conducts a 1-D Laplacian smoothing on each edge, i.e., convolve
the position of a site with its adjacent sites. Algorithm 9 shows the PARALLELSMOOTH
fragment shader. After writing the new positions to Tout , we swap Tin and Tout for the next
iteration. After the iterations, we bind the output texture Tout into a Vertex Buffer Object
(VBO). Then we render the segments as polylines to the display. Because the output texture
and the VBO are all located in the GPU memory, we can directly conduct rendering in GPU
and avoid the costly data transferring between CPU and GPU.
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Algorithm 9 PARALLELSMOOTH(TO : input texture; Tout : input texture; Tin : out put f bo)
1: {prepi j}← the previous adjacent sites of pi j ({prepi j} and pi j are in the same edge)
2: {nextpi j}← the next adjacent sites of pi j ({nextpi j} and pi j are in the same edge)
3: for each pixel pi j of Tout in parallel do
4: Fetch the previous sites {prepi j} of pi j from Tin.
5: Fetch the next sites {nextpi j} of pi j from Tin.
6: Convolve the position of pi j with {prepi j} and {nextpi j}.
7: Render pi j into Tout .
8: end for
3.5 Results
3.5.1 Visualization
In this section, I will compare TBEB and PBEB with other web-based methods to justify the
visualization result of my work. Figure 3.3 shows the visualization results of the US airlines
graph. As shown in Figure 3.3 (a), a direct visualization of node-link diagram can easily
incur visual clutter, and it is relatively difficult to perceive the main airline patterns from the
graph. In the visualization results of edge bundling methods, relational patterns can be easily
perceived. For example, the highlight area in Figure 3.3.(a) is visually occluded. In the edge
bundling visualization results (Figure 3.3 (b), (c), (d) and (e)), we can clearly perceive a
“hub” in the center of the highlight area. Geographically, this “hub” is Atlanta. From the
visualization results of edge bundling methods, we learn that Atlanta is an airline hub that is
used by multiple airlines to concentrate passenger traffic and flight operations. Moreover,
the high quality of TBEB (Figure 3.3 (d)) and PBEB (Figure 3.3 (e)) method are arguably
better than FDEB and MINGLE in terms of revealing subtle graph structure and details.
From Figure 3.3 (b), (d) and (e), we can see a major pattern corresponding to the airline
routes between the west coast of the US and the Northeastern US. Specifically, one side of
the airline routes connect the Northeastern US, and then the routes split into two groups.
One connects to the Northwestern US (mainly Washington), and the other connects to the
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Southwestern US (mainly California). There is a very subtle detail in this pattern. From
the results of FDEB and MINGLE, we might misunderstand that the airline routes directly
connect the Northwestern and the Southwestern with the Northeastern. TBEB (Figure 3.3
(d)) and PBEB (Figure 3.3 (e)) show that this is not the case. Some of the airlines first route
to another airline hub, which is geographically the Indianapolis. This subtle pattern cannot
be perceived in Figure 3.3 (b) and (c). We can see that the results generated by FDEB and
MINGLE have significantly reduced the visual clutter compared to the original node-link
diagram. However, some dense areas still have visual clutter. That can mislead users in
some subtle details. TBEB and PBEB not only reveal the high-level relational patterns, but
also preserve most subtle graph structures, avoiding the problem of FDEB and MINGLE.
The complexity of PBEB is independent of the number of edges and vertices as its
complexity is O(pI · pN · pS), where pI , pN and pS are the image resolution, the number of
bundling iterations and the counts of all sites, respectively. However, the model of FDEB
and TBEB cannot enable an edge bundling visualization with a very large graph because of
the limitation of the texture size. PBEB accumulates sample points on pixels, such that a
density histogram is generated. Gradient calculation and advection can be conducted based
on the density histogram, thus avoiding the issue of FDEB and TBEB. Next, I will show a
visualization using PBEB on a large graph with half of a million edges. To the best of my
knowledge, PBEB is the first web-based edge bundling method that can handle such a large
graph on web browsers. Figure 3.4 shows the result of PBEB on the large US migrations
dataset using a Chrome browser.
In Figure 3.4 (a), a considerable number of edges incur severe visual clutter. By using
PBEB, the high-level patterns of migration can be perceived. Since PBEB uses the shader
rendering method [110], the brighter area means the denser place where the edges converge.
We can observe north-south and the east-west migration patterns, and learn that north-south
migrations mainly happened in the Mideast US, while the pattern is not salient in the Western
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(a)
(b) (c)
(d) (e)
Figure 3.3: Visualizing an airlines dataset (2100 edges) using a node-link diagram (a), a
web-based implementation of FDEB (b), a web-based implementation of MINGLE (c), my
implementation of TBEB (d), and my implementation of PBEB (e).
US. This observation demonstrates that PBEB is effective to visualize large graphs using
web-based techniques, whereas the original node-link diagram and other edge bundling
implementations are not able to achieve this on web-based platforms.
3.5.2 Performance Evaluation
In this section, I evaluate the performance of my implementations by comparing the follow-
ing methods:
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.4: The visualization results of the large US migration graph (545,881 edges) using
a direct visualization of node-link diagram (a) and the PBEB method (b).
• the FDEB method using a CPU implementation [45],
• the FDEB method using a CUDA implementation [122],
• the FDEB method using a D3 implementation [22],
• the TBEB method using a WebGL implementation,
• the MINGLE method using a JavaScript implementation [77],
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• the FFTEB method using a CUDA implementation [63],
• the PBEB method using a WebGL implementation.
I use the following device in the experiment:
• a desktop with an 8X Intel Core i7 3.60GHz CPU and an NVIDIA GeForce GTX
1080 ti GPU,
• a Nexus 9 tablet with a dual-core Denver 2.3GHz CPU and a Kepler DX1 GPU.
For the web-based edge bundling applications, I use a Google Chrome web browser to
generate the results. I use the following three typical graph datasets in the experiment:
• a US airlines dataset with 2100 edges and 235 vertices,
• a France airlines dataset with 17,273 edges and 34,194 vertices,
• a US migrations dataset with 545,881 edges and 3075 vertices.
Table 3.1 shows the performance comparison on the desktop, where Sites are the number
of sample points generated in the sampling step, and Time is the average elapsed time that
one iteration takes for similarity (or compatibility) calculation, bundling, and rendering. For
FDEB, TBEB, and MINGLE, each edge has the same number of sites in every iteration.
For FFTEB and PBEB, uniform sampling is used. I use a sample step of 5% of the display
size to sample each edge in the implementation of PBEB. For FFTEB, I use the uniform
sampling strategy of CUBu [110]. Hence, the number of the sites of different methods may
be different. The timing result is formally calculated as:
Time =
pT
pN
, (3.11)
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where pT is the total elapsed time of an edge bundling application taking to generate
the final graph drawing, and pN is the number of bundling iterations. For some existing
implementations that only render once in the final result, I scale their rendering time
according to the number of iterations to avoid bias. As shown in Table 3.1, the performance
of TBEB is significantly better than the CPU- and JavaScript-based methods. PBEB
outperforms other methods on all datasets, and achieves interactive framerates on the datasets
of US airlines and France airlines. For the large US migrations dataset, the PBEB method
achieves 50× speedups to the fastest state-of-the-art method, FFTEB. More importantly,
the TBEB and PBEB methods can be deployed on web-based platforms, which is more
portable.
Table 3.1: Performance comparison using the US airlines, France airlines, and US migrations
graph on a desktop.
Graph FDEB FDEB FDEB TBEB MINGLE FFTEB PBEB
(CPU) (CUDA) (D3) (JavaScript) (CUDA)
Sites Time(ms) Sites Time(ms) Sites Time(ms) Sites Time(ms) Sites Time(ms) Sites Time(ms) Sites Time(ms)
US airlines 270K 900 270K 105 270K 1.08K 270K 15 270K 169.75 105K 19 48.8K 5
France airlines 2.2M 2.1M 2.2M 926 2.2M n/a 2.2M n/a 2.2M 1.04K 864K 380 557K 20
Large US migrations 70M n/a 70M n/a 70M n/a 70M n/a 70M 93.6K 6.4M 5.2K 2.4M 103
Next, I compare TBEB and PBEB with FDEB using (D3) [22] and MINGLE using
(JavaScript) [77] in a Chrome Browser using the Nexus 9 tablet. I use the datasets of US
airlines and France airlines. In my experiment, I found that all the methods cannot run the
Large US migrations, and skipped the comparison on this dataset. In Table 3.2, we can
see that the TBEB and PBEB are more significantly efficient than other web-based edge
bundling methods. The results of Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 demonstrates my framework can
work on not only high-end machines with dedicated graphics cards, but also ubiquitous
smart devices.
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Table 3.2: Performance comparison using the US airlines, France airlines, and US migrations
graph on a tablet.
Graph FDEB (D3) TBEB MINGLE (JavaScript) PBEB
Sites Time(ms) Sites Time(ms) Sites Time(ms) Sites Time(ms)
US airlines 270K 3423 270K 49 270K 664 48.8K 30
France airlines 2.2M n/a 2.2M n/a 2.2M 2653 557K 60
3.6 Conclusion
I have presented a new efficient framework for the construction and visualization of edge
bundles of large graphs using standard features of consumer graphics hardware. My current
framework supports TBEB and PBEB by adopting two prevailing edge bundling methods.
The performance evaluation shows the TBEB and PBEB methods significantly improve the
performance of edge bundling on web-based platforms, and the visualization results clearly
demonstrate that the TBEB and PBEB methods can achieve high-quality visualization results
to reveal high-level relational patterns. My proposed web-based implementation can be
versatilely applied on various devices, including ubiquitous smart mobile devices, without
any modification. My solution has significantly enhanced the interactivity and the usability
of edge bundling, and enabled a user to interactively explore a large graph on a mobile
device without visual clutter.
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Chapter 4
Edge Bundling using Moving Least
Squares Approximation
4.1 Introduction
In Chapter 3, I have exploited the standard graphics hardware functions and libraries to
improve the performance and the portability of exiting edge bundling algorithms on web-
based platforms. The presented web-based framework has enabled interactive edge bundling
on various machines, including ubiquitous smart mobile devices. However, the performance
gain and the maximal graph size are still determined by underneath graphics hardware
constraints (e.g., the maximal texture size).
In this chapter, I improve the performance of edge bundling from an algorithm complex-
ity perspective. I introduce a novel edge bundling technique to generate edge bundles with
moving least squares (MLS) approximation, namely MLSEB. Inspired by thinning an unor-
ganized point cloud to curve-like shapes [61], I use a distance-minimizing approximation
function to generate bundle effects. In particular, I first sample a graph into a point cloud
data, and then use a moving least squares projection to generate curve-like bundles. Such
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a local regression method can produce a better convergence result using fewer iterations.
Therefore, MLSEB can avoid the costly processing steps, such as resampling and smoothing,
in the existing methods, and lower the algorithm complexity of edge bundling.
I further evaluate the effectiveness of MLSEB. In general, edge bundling helps simplify
graph drawings and increase readability, but yields distortion that makes it hard to preserve
the faithfulness of original graphs [81]. To holistically address the evaluation of both
readability and faithfulness for edge bundling visualization, Lhuillier et al. [64] suggested a
general metric where a ratio of clutter reduction to the amount of distortion is computed
to measure the quality of edge bundling visualization. Based on Lhuillier’s suggestion, I
develop a quality assessment to evaluate edge bundling results. Using different real-world
datasets, I demonstrate that MLSEB can produce bundle results with a higher quality, and is
scalable and efficient for large graphs by comparing different edge bundling methods.
4.2 Related Work
Chapter 2 revisited edge bundling techniques. In this section, we will review some studies
on quality evaluation in edge bundling and moving least squares approximation.
Serval studies introduced general metrics to quantify the readability [7, 88, 93, 106].
A few studies in edge bundling have defined quality assessments to evaluate the resulting
bundles. Nguyen et al. [81] conducted a study on the faithfulness of force-directed edge
bundling methods. Telea et al. [107] posed a comparison between different hierarchical
edge bundling implementations, and surveyed the hierarchical edge bundling applications.
Pupyrev et al. [87] and Kobourov et al. [54] worked towards measuring edge crossings.
KDEEB [47] and CUBu [110] proposed post-relaxation if the distortion of edge bundles is
too large, such that the mental map is preserved. For sequence graph edge bundling, Hurter
et al. [48] used interpolation to preserve the mental map between sequence graphs. McGee
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et al. [75] conducted an empirical study on the impact of edge bundling.
Moving least squares (MLS) has been widely used to approximate smooth curves and
surface from unorganized point clouds [2, 62, 76]. Lee [61] constructed a curve-like shape
from unorganized point clouds using a Euclidean minimum spanning tree. Least square
projection (LSP) has been used in graph drawings [83], where multidimensional data points
are projected into lower dimensions, and the similar relationship in neighboring points can
be perceived.
4.3 Our Method
4.3.1 Background
Edge bundling techniques trade the increase of readability for overdrawing by bending edges
to form bundle effects. Hence, edge bundle techniques naturally generate distortion from
original graphs. Chapter 2 provided a formal definition of edge bundling. Let G = (V,E)⊂
R2,V = {vi},E = {ei} be a graph, where vi is a vertex and ei is an edge of G. Then, for an
edge ei, the distortion between an unbundled drawing D(ei) and a bundled result B(D(ei))
is measured by computing the distance between them, i.e., δ (D(ei),B(D(ei))).
To quantify the quality of a bundled graph, Lhuillier et al. [64] suggested using the ratio
of clutter reduction C to amount of distortion T as a quality metric Q, i.e.,
Q =
C
T
, (4.1)
In general, a larger Q corresponds to a higher quality, and vice versa. Lhuillier et al. [64]
further posed a distortion measure. The overall distortion T between an original unbundled
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graph and its bundled result can be defined as:
T =
n
∑
i=1
δ (D(ei),B(D(ei))), (4.2)
where n is the number of edges. Equation 4.2 provides an intuitive metric to evaluate the
distortion generated by a bundled graph. The calculation of clutter reduction has not been
fully concluded in the existing work. I propose a simple method to evaluate clutter reduction
C, modify Equation 4.2 to compute T , and then use C and T to quantify the quality Q of
edge bundling (Section 4.5.2).
The main purpose of edge bundling is to achieve appealing bundle effects by bending
edges, expressed by Equation 2.1 in Chapter 2. Meanwhile, according to Equation 4.1, an
ideal algorithm should increase clutter reduction C, while decrease amount of distortion T ,
in order to achieve a higher quality Q of edge bundling. Therefore, we should holistically
address Equations 2.1 and 4.1, which, however, has not been fully investigated in the existing
work [64].
4.3.2 Sampling
In general, given a graph G, a polyline is used to draw the line or curve presentation of an
edge ei. Sample points xik, namely sites, are used to discretize the drawing of ei. Formally,
{xik|1≤ k ≤ mi} ≈ D(ei), (4.3)
where mi is the number of sites for D(ei). Note, many methods [47, 63, 84, 110] use a
sampling step that is a small fraction of the size of the display to sample each edge, which
means the number of sites of D(ei) may be different. Similarly, the bundled drawing can
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also be discretized as:
B({xik|1≤ k ≤ mi})≈ B(D(ei)). (4.4)
We measure the distortion between D(ei) and B(D(ei)) by summing the Euclidean distance
between each pair of xik and B(x
i
k). Let | · | denote the Euclidean distance. Replace the edges
in Equation 4.2 using Equation 4.3 and Equation 4.4, we have
T =
n
∑
i=1
(
mi
∑
k=1
|{xik},B({xik})|). (4.5)
Similarly, Equation 2.1 can be modified as:
∀(ei ∈ G,e j ∈ G)|φ(ei,e j)< φmax→
|B({xik}),B({x jk})|  |{xik},{x jk}|.
(4.6)
Therefore, we discretize each edge drawing D(ei) of G by Equation 4.3. All the sample
points generated by Equation 4.3 form a point cloud. According to Equation 4.6, xik is moved
to a new position B(xik) by a bundling operator B. In the case of kernel density estimation
edge bundling [47, 63, 84, 110], xik is moved to B(x
i
k) according to its local density gradient.
These methods form the bundles by gathering sample points to their local density maxima,
but do not consider the distortion of edges when moving sample points. Therefore, certain
artifacts, such as lattice effects and subsampled edge fragments, can be incurred. The
methods, such as resampling and post-relaxation [47, 110], have been proposed to address
these issues. However, these methods typically introduce a significant performance overhead
that is challenging to alleviate [110]. I develop a new bundling operator B with respect
to Equation 4.6, and minimize the distortion of each sample point locally. Moreover, my
method does not require resampling, and thereby can reduce the computational cost.
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4.3.3 Moving Least Squares Approximation
I consider all the points formed by sampling, and assess the global distortion T by express-
ing Equation 4.5 as:
T =
S
∑
i=1
|xi−B(xi)|2, (4.7)
where xi is a site in the point cloud, and S is the number of sites of all edges.
We assume there is a skeleton near xi and its neighborhood locally. A skeleton can be a
suitable place to gather curves to form bundles [28]. Assume a skeleton can be interpreted as
an implicit polynomial or piece-wise polynomial curve fi, which is unknown. The unknown
fi can be gained by computing the coefficients of fi, i.e., by minimizing the following
weighted least squares error ε within a setH (xi) consisting of xi and its neighbor sites:
ε =
hi
∑
j=1
|x j− fi|2θ(|x j− xi|), (4.8)
where xi ∈H (xi), x j ∈H (xi), hi is the size of H (xi), and |x j− fi| means the shortest
Euclidean distance between x j and fi. We define the bundling operator B on xi as a two-step
procedure: first to construct fi, and then to project xi onto fi. The projected point is thereby
B(xi) that is on fi. The distance |xi−B(xi)| from xi to B(xi) is locally minimized by an
appropriate nonnegative weighting function θ . The input of θ is |x j− xi|, which is the
distance of neighborhood x j to the site xi. Instead of taking all sites of a graph into account,
we use a circle of radius r (bandwidth) centered at xi to collect the neighborhood x j for xi.
If θ ≡ 1, a least square (LS) approximation is generated. However, LS approximation
does not work well to generate a polynomial curve that locally reflects the density distribution
of neighborhood. Alternatively, the moving least squares (MLS) method can reduce a point
cloud to a thin curve-like shape that is a near-best approximation of the point set [61, 62].
Hence, we use a local assessment to approximate fi [60]. The weighting function we use is
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Figure 4.1: Two steps of our bundling operator B on a site xi u in an iteration u. First, a local
implicit regression curve fi u is constructed by the neighborhood of xi u with a bandwidth r
using the MLS approximation. Second, xi u is moved to a new position xi (u+1) that is the
projection of xi u on fi u.
a cubic function [76]:
θ(d) =

2
d3
r3
−3d
2
r2
+1 if d < r,
0 if d ≥ r,
(4.9)
where d = |x j− xi|. In this sense, minimizing Equation 4.8 leads to an MLS approximation
so that fi is a local regression curve, and |xi−B(xi)| is locally minimized. In other words,
the distortion is locally minimized.
In our work, we use an MLS approximation to evaluate the distance |x j− fi| for the
neighborhood H (xi) of xi. Therefore, we use a basic projection [60] to construct the
implicit local regression curve fi: We take a partial derivative of Equation 4.8 with respect to
each coefficient of fi, make each partial derivative equal to zero, and then solve the system
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of equations to generate all the coefficients of fi [78].
Similar to existing work [28, 47, 63, 84, 110], I implement the bundling operator B
through an iteration strategy. In our method, two steps are applied iteratively, as shown
in Figure 4.1. We initially treat xi as xi 0. Then, in each iteration u, the first step is to
construct an optimal regression curve fi u by thinning the unordered point cloud within
H (xi u), the neighborhood of xi u. In the second step, we project xi u onto fi u and obtain
the projected point xi (u+1), i.e., B(xi u). In this way, a site xi u is moved to xi (u+1) based on
the weighting function θ of its neighborhoodH (xi u). Different from the kernel density
estimation methods [28, 47, 63, 84, 110], MLS moves the site xi u in the sense that the local
error ε is bounded with the error of a local best polynomial approximation [61]. In our
current work, this process stops when the iteration number reaches a predefined threshold.
Then, for each edge, we compute a B-spline curve based on the final positions of its sites.
Figure 4.2 shows an example with two different iterations. For an illustration purpose, we
show the corresponding B-spline curves for the iterations. In Figure 4.2, we can see that a
curve-like skeleton is gradually formed from the point cloud through the iterations in the
top row, and a bundle effect becomes increasingly distinct as shown by the B-spline results
in the bottom row.
Most of the existing image-based techniques use kernel density estimation (KDE),
essentially, a mean-shift method that evaluates the local density maxima and advects a site
based on the gradients of the local density. However, KDE does not consider the distortion
(Equation 4.2) when moving sample points, and thus resampling or post-relaxation is
often required [47, 110]. Alternatively, our MLSEB method uses an MLS approximation
that projects a site xi to its local regression curve fi, where fi is locally approximated by
minimizing the distance between H (xi) and fi with a weighted function (Equation 4.8).
Therefore, the distance between its original position xi and its projected position B(xi) is
locally minimized based on the density of its neighborhoodH (xi). One advantage of our
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Iteration 0 Iteration 2 Iteration 8
Figure 4.2: Using a US airlines dataset as an example, I first sample each edge into a set of
points (or sites). The resulting sites form a point cloud (top-left). The top row shows the
point cloud is converged through an iterative MLS processing. The bottom row shows the
corresponding B-spline results. The first column shows the initial result before MLS. The
following columns show the results generated after the 2nd and 8th iteration, respectively.
method is that MLS does not need to resample each edge in bundling iterations because
sites are projected into curves that do not generate over-converge artifacts or lattice effects.
Fro¨hlich et al. [33] showed that MLS produced better convergence results than KDE in
biological studies. However, it remains an open question to determine if KDE or MLS
is better than one another in edge bundling. In Section 4.5.2, I will develop a quality
assessment from Equation 4.1, and use it to evaluate and compare the quality of the drawings
generated by our MLSEB method, the FFTEB method (a KDE-based method), and the
FDEB method (a force-directed method).
4.4 Implementation
Our implementation involves simple data structures and computations, and thus is easy
to implement. First, we sample the edges of an input graph. We use the same scheme as
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KDEEB’s [47] to sample the input edges with a uniform step ρ . The most time consuming
step in our method is gathering the neighborhood for every site. A typical solution in a GPU
implementation is to use Uniform Grid [40] that subdivides the space into uniformly sized
cells. We use this method and set the size of the cell to be 23r (r is a prescribed radius or
bandwidth) such that we can limit the search space of each site to only cover at most 9 grid
cells [40], thus avoid an O(S2) search time for S sites.
At the start of each iteration, all the sites are put into the corresponding cells according
to their current positions. This can be easily parallelized using CUDA on a GPU [40]. Then,
we project each site onto its local regression line. The solution to compute the coefficients
of Equation 4.8 is introduced in the work [60]. It only requires a constant time to solve the
coefficients of a linear or quadratic system of equations. This can also be parallelized using
a GPU because computing the new projection position for every site is independent.
To enhance the visualization of a bundled graph, we use the same shader scheme of
CUBu [110]. We use the HSVA (i.e., hue H, saturation S, value V , and alpha A) color
representation to visualize edges. Each edge site xi is encoded with an HSVA value. We
encode the direction and the length of the corresponding edge into H and S, respectively. V
and A are used with a parabolic profile functionP , formally:
P(x) =
√
1−2|t(x)− 1
2
|, (4.10)
V (x) =
l
lmax
+(1− l
lmax
)P, (4.11)
A(x) = α(1− l
lmax
+
l
lmax
P), (4.12)
where l is the length of the edge, lmax is the longest edge in the graph, t ∈ [0,1] is the
edge arc-length parameterization, and α controls the overall transparency of all edges.
Next, we analyze the complexity of our MLSEB method. Similar to the existing KDE-
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based methods [47, 63, 84, 110], MLSEB requires gathering neighbor sites for computation.
After gathering, KDE-based methods conduct kernel splatting, gradient calculation, and site
advection, which use a constant time for each site. In MLSEB, the time to solve Equation 4.8
and project a site to its local approximated curve is also constant for each site. Thereby,
the complexity of MLSEB is the same as the traditional KDE-based methods, which is
O(I ·N ·S), where I is the image resolution, N is the number of bundling iterations, and S is
the number of sample points. However, MLSEB does not need additional operations, such
as resampling, that is employed in the existing KDE-based methods.
We explore the parameter choices of MSLEB as follows. Similar to most the existing
edge bundling methods, we use a step ρ , which is 5% of the image resolution I, to sample
each edge. The bandwidth, r, plays an important role in MLS to estimate the density
information around each site. A larger bandwidth captures more sample sites to reflect a
more global feature, while a smaller bandwidth reveals a more local feature. By following
a similar strategy in FDEB [123] and KDEEB [47], we decrease r by a reduction factor λ
after each iteration. Hurter et al. [47] stated that a kernel size follows an average density
estimation when 0.5 ≤ λ ≤ 0.9. We set r to be 5% ≤ r ≤ 20% of the display size I to
generate a stable edge-convergence result. Through a heuristic study, we found that it is
sufficient to yield good results by setting the iteration number N between 3 and 10 and
making the polynomial order of fi in Equation 4.8 to be 1 or 2.
4.5 Results
4.5.1 Visualization and Performance Results
We apply our MLSEB method to several graphs and compare its effect and computational
performance to the two existing methods: FDEB that is the classic force-directed method,
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(a) (b)
Original Node-link Diagrams
(c) (d)
FDEB
(e) (f)
FFTEB
(g) (h)
MLSEB
Figure 4.3: Visualize the US airlines dataset (the left column) and the US migrations dataset
(the right column) with three different edge bundling methods, FDEB, FFTEB and MLSEB,
respectively.
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FDEB FFTEB MLSEB
Figure 4.4: Visualize the France airlines dataset (17,274 edges) with FDEB, FFTEB, and
MLSEB.
FFTEB MLSEB
Figure 4.5: Comparison of FFTEB and MLSEB using a large US migrations dataset (545,881
edges).
and FFTEB that is the latest enhanced KDE-based method of image-based edge bundling
algorithms (such as KDEEB and CUBu).
The left column in Figure 4.3 compares the visualization results of our MLSEB method
with other bundling methods using the US airlines dataset (2101 edges). Our MLSEB
method provides similar results, and generates tight, smooth and locally well-separated
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bundles. High-level graph structures are also revealed in our results. The right column in
Figure 4.3 shows the comparison using the US migrations dataset (9780 edges). Figure 4.4
shows another example using the France airlines dataset with 17274 edges. In these results,
the main migration and airline patterns are clearly revealed using MLSEB. In the migrations
dataset, FDEB and FFTEB fall short in showing some subtle structures of the original
graph. For example, in the original node-link diagram of Figure 4.3(b), the edges (within
the red box) connect the city of Portland to some cities in the northern U.S are distorted
significantly from their original positions in the results of the FDEB (Figure 4.3(d)) and
FFTEB (Figure 4.3(f)), while our MLSEB result has a distinguished bundle effect that
reveals this subtle graph structure. In Figure 4.5, we compare the visual result of MLSEB to
FFTEB using a large US migrations dataset with 545,881 edges. We encode the color of an
edge with only its length in this example. MLSEB shows more long-length edge patterns
than FFTEB.
Table 4.1 shows the performance comparison between our MLSEB method and the
current fastest edge bundling method FFTEB. In our performance comparison, we used the
US airlines graph, the US migrations graph, the France airlines graph, and the large US
migrations graph. The timing results for MLSEB and FFTEB are based on one iteration,
and we excluded the timing of memory allocation and data transferring for both methods.
The devices used in our experiments are a desktop with an 8X Intel Core i7-6700K 4.0GHz
CPU with 32GB memory and a NVIDIA GeForce GTX TITAN X GPU. Comparing with
the fastest algorithm FFTEB in the state-of-the-art, we can clearly see that MLSEB is at the
same order of magnitude of FFTEB in terms of computational speed, as shown in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Performance comparison.
Graph Edges FFTEB MLSEB
Samples Time (ms) Samples Time (ms)
US airlines 2180 105K 40 85K 22
US migrations 9780 489K 48 207K 38
France airlines 17,274 864K 70 990K 94
Large US migrations 545,881 6.4M 123 5.8M 554
4.5.2 Quality Assessment of Bundled Graphs
Apart from comparing the visualization and performance results, we propose a quality metric
to evaluate the quality of bundling drawings based on Equation 4.1.
Equation 4.1 gives a general quality metric Q based on the ratio of clutter reduction C to
amount of distortion T . However, the quantification of clutter reduction C has been not fully
concluded in existing work. We propose to employ the reduction of the used pixel number
∆P in a graph drawing to measure C. Specifically, C = ∆P = P−P′ that is the difference of
the used pixel number P of the original drawing and the used pixel number P′ of the bundled
drawing.
Intuitively, T can be given by Equation 4.5 that quantifies the total distortion of all the
sample points. However, different methods can generate different numbers of sample points.
For example, FDEB generates the same number of sample points for each edge, while our
MLSEB method and the KDE-based methods sample different edges into different numbers
of points. Thus, instead of the total distortion of all the sample points, we use the average
distortion: T = TS , where S is the total number of the sample points in the graph. Therefore,
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Table 4.2: The quality comparison using the US migrations graph.
Graph Edges FDEB FFTEB MLSEB
S P P′ T Q S P P′ T Q S P P′ T Q
US airlines 2180 813K 32K 25K 1.10K 6.2 105K 32K 18K 1.2K 11.9 85K 32K 19K 0.88K 14.4
US migrations 9780 3785K 34K 26K 0.88K 8.9 489K 32K 24K 1.0K 7.60 207k 33k 25k 0.92k 9.20
France airlines 17274 6685K 81K 72K 2.60K 3.7 864K 81K 57K 1.6K 21.3 990K 81K 60K 0.80K 26.0
Large US migrations 545881 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 6.4M 108k 84k 1.8k 13.3 5.8M 107k 95k 0.90 13.3
we modify Equation 4.1 to
Q =
∆P
T
. (4.13)
The rationale of Equation 4.13 is to measure how many pixels are decreased by generating
one unit distortion. A higher value of Q means a better quality result. Table 4.2 shows
the quantitative quality comparison between our MLSEB method, FDEB and FFTEB. Our
comparison is based on the drawings with an image resolution of 400×400, as shown in
Figures 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5. All the statistic results are generated after a graph is bundled,
i.e., after all iterations. We note that it makes less sense to compare the distortion in each
iteration because the initial iterations of some methods, such as FDEB and FFTEB, may
have surprisingly large distortion. It is more reasonable to compare the quality of results
after the bundling iterations are finished. We also note that using different parameters,
such as different iteration numbers and different bandwidths for different methods, can
yield different results. We use the recommended parameters in FDEB’s and FFTEB’s
papers [45, 63], which are the best results we can get from the existing work. The S columns
in Table 4.2 show the numbers of the sample points in a graph using different methods.
We can see that the quality of MLSEB is generally better than the other two methods
in terms of Equation 4.13. For the four different datasets, FFTEB makes the most clutter
reduction. However, it also incurs more distortion. FDEB achieves a comparable quality
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as ours for the US migrations dataset; whereas, when the dataset is getting larger (France
airlines), FDEB will generate tremendous distortion, as shown in Table 4.2 and Figure 4.4,
thus lowering the quality score. Note when using the large US migrations dataset, the
advantage of MLSEB over FFTEB becomes marginal. Overall, MLSEB gains the highest
quantitative scores in terms of quality according to Equation 4.13.
4.6 Conclusion
I have presented a new edge bundling method MLSEB that holistically considers distortion
minimization and clutter reduction. Inspired by the MLS work [2, 61], our approach
generates bundle effects by iteratively projecting each site to its local regression curve to
converge with other nearby sites based on its neighborhood’s density. Such a local regression
curve can reduce the distortion of the local bundle. Our method is easy to implement. The
timing result shows MLSEB is at the same order of magnitude of the current fastest edge
bundling method FFTEB in terms of computational speed.
I use a quality assessment to evaluate the quality of resulting edge bundles. Our MLSEB
method shows better results in our preliminary comparison. However, a more compre-
hensive comparison between our MLSEB method and the other methods requires further
investigation, where other factors (e.g., edge crossing reduction) may be also considered.
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Chapter 5
An Information-Theoretic Framework
for Evaluating Edge Bundling
Visualization
5.1 Introduction
Edge bundling is a promising graph visualization approach to simplifying the visual result of
a graph drawing. Plenty of edge bundling methods have been developed to generate diverse
graph layouts. However, it is difficult to defend an edge bundling method with its resulting
layout against other edge bundling methods as a clear theoretic evaluation framework is
absent in the literature. In this chapter, we propose an information-theoretic framework to
evaluate the visual results of edge bundling techniques. We first illustrate the advantage of
edge bundling visualizations for large graphs, and pinpoint the ambiguity resulting from
drawing results. Second, we define and quantify the amount of information delivered by
edge bundling visualization from the underlying network using information theory. Third,
we propose a new algorithm to evaluate the resulting layouts of edge bundling using the
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amount of the mutual information between a raw network dataset and its edge bundling
visualization. Comparison examples based on the proposed framework between different
edge bundling techniques are presented.
5.2 Related Work
We review existing work relevant to our information-theoretic framework for evaluating
edge bundling visualization.
5.2.1 Graph Visualization and Evaluation Metrics
Graph visualization can help reveal the structure and patterns of an underlying network,
and has been applied in various scientific and engineering domains, such as biological,
technological, and social systems. The information visualization community has developed
many sophisticated graph visualization methods. These methods mostly employ matrix,
node–link diagram, and hybrid visual presentations, which help researchers and domain
experts effectively gain insights into their data. A wide spectrum of graph visualization
techniques and their applications have been surveyed in many studies. We refer readers to the
following works and surveys for the diverse graph visualization approaches. Landesberger
et al. [114] and Beck et al. [8] reviewed techniques for visualizing large graphs and dynamic
graphs respectively. Herman et al. [43] and Vehlow et al. [112] conducted comprehensive
surveys for graph visualization. Wang et al. [117] presented a visual analytics framework
to reveal the ambiguity of graph drawings. To evaluate the quality of graph drawings,
researchers have provided and discussed many metrics for graph readability [93, 88, 118, 90,
92, 91, 31, 23, 94, 54, 27] and graph faithfulness [80]. The readability of a graph drawing is
often measured by aesthetics criteria. They can be concluded as to minimize edge crossings,
edge bends, and area used, and maximize orthogonality and structure symmetry. To optimize
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two or more of these criteria is NP-hard [7]. Among the criteria, edge crossing is widely
acknowledged as the most important one [88]. Edge bends, orthogonality, and structure
symmetry are not practical to evaluate the quality of edge bundling drawings. Edge bundling
methods inherently create many edge bends, which indeed reduce many small-angle edge
crossing to avoid visual occlusion. Orthogonality and structure symmetry criteria often
require adjusting the positions of vertices. In many real-world applications, the positions of
vertices are immovable to show the geo-location information. Nguyan et al. [80] introduced
faithfulness of graph drawings, which is an important criterion that measures the degree that
a graph drawing algorithm can uniquely present the raw network data. Simply, if a graph
drawing algorithm is faithful, it can map different graph drawing results to distinct networks.
However, Nguyan et al. indicated that it is only a semi-formal model without a precise
description. In this chapter, we discuss the readability and faithfulness models and propose
an information-theoretic framework to quantify the amount of information delivered by edge
bundling visualization from original network data.
5.2.2 Studies of Information Theory in Visualization and Computer
Graphics
Information theory was first introduced by Shannon to illustrate communication sys-
tems [101, 102]. Since then, information theory has been widely used in various fields.
The information visualization and scientific visualization communities have been using
information theory and its related concepts in many studies [89, 51, 15, 115]. Chen et
al. [15, 14] adopted the model and presented an information-theoretic visualization system.
Researchers have used entropy measures in viewpoint selection for time-varying volume
rendering [49], vector field visualization [73], and isosurface rendering [105]. Measures of
mutual information were used to select optimal viewpoints for 3D objects [39, 13]. For a
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comprehensive survey of information-theoretic framework in scientific visualization, we
refer readers to Wang et al.’s paper [115]. In computer graphics, an analysis of scene
visibility and radiosity complexity was introduced by Feixas et al. [30]. Rigau et al. [96]
leveraged the entropy of pixel color and geometry to guide pixel supersampling in stochastic
raytracing. Fleishman et al. [32] proposed a viewpoint selection for modeling a 3D object
from images. Gumhold [42] suggested a solution for light sources placement using infor-
mation theory for image models. Vazquez et al. [111] used viewpoint entropy to select an
optimal view angle for polygon models. We refer readers to Sbert et al.’s work [98] for
more complete information of information theory in computer graphics. Since the concepts
and details of information theory have been introduced and explained in many existing
works [100, 41, 109, 56, 102, 101, 20], we only list the necessary mathematical formulas of
information theory in this chapter to make the content concise.
5.3 Our Method
5.3.1 Background
Chen et al. [15, 14] presented a comprehensive information-theoretic pipeline to illustrate
the visualization process using information theory, as shown in Figure 5.1. This pipeline can
be generally applied to graph visualization. The pipeline shows that a graph visualization
first encodes raw data, and then sends the encoded visual description, e.g., a drawing (image)
via a visual channel. An observer receives the visual description and tries to decode the
description for final comprehension. The general visualization pipeline has been used
in many existing work. Since the knowledge about the decoder (human perception and
cognition) in Figure 5.1 may require a tremendous number of user studies, we are reluctant
to conduct a comprehensive study that covers the full span of the visualization pipeline.
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Similar to the recent work [6], we only focus on the encoder subsystem. We discuss how the
raw network data are encoded and described as an image by edge bundling algorithms and
how to optimize the information transferring using Chen et al.’s pipeline and information
theory.
Figure 5.1: A general visualization pipeline.
In the encoder subsystem, the process of filtering, visual mapping, and rendering can be
considered to be a transformation or encoding process, and a good graph visualization should
use a visual description to tell as much information about the raw data as possible. Simply,
we define the raw data as a random variable U , and consider the encoder to be an encoding
process. To describe U , the encoding process may first use some simplification methods
such as filtering and clustering to preprocess U , and then present the preprocessed data
visually as labels, points, lines, or areas. The output of this process is a visual description
O. Information may lose and noise may be introduced in this process. In many existing
works, a good graph visualization is concluded to make O tell the most about U . To do that,
the mutual information I(U ;O) between the visual description and the raw data should be
maximized. Formally,
I(U ;O) = H(U)−H(U |O), (5.1)
where H(U) is the total information of U , and the conditional entropy H(U |O) is the amount
of additional information needed to describe U given O. It can also be regarded as the
information loss in the encoding process. To maximize the mutual information I(U ;O), we
thus need to minimize H(U |O), i.e., to minimize the information loss. Figure 5.2 illustrates
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H(U), H(O) and I(U ;O), and their relationship. Many visualization studies [113, 72, 30,
108, 86, 53, 39, 13, 12, 6] have proposed solutions to maximize the mutual information to
improve their visualization results.
Figure 5.2: A Venn diagram showing the relation of entropies H(U) and H(O), and mutual
information I(U ;O).
5.3.2 Uncertainty in Edge Bundling Visualizations
The pipeline of Figure 5.1 can also be applied in edge bundling visualizations. In many
existing works, edge bundling algorithms are used to visualize large graphs since the algo-
rithms help reduce visual clutter. We illustrate the advantage of edge bundling visualizations
over traditional node–link diagrams in large graph visualizations. A classic example is to
visualize the U.S. airline routes where domain experts want to see the airline routes between
different cities with their geo-locations, as shown in Figure 5.3a. The dataset of Figure 5.3a
has 2100 edges and 235 vertices. The drawing in Figure 5.3a shows a traditional node–link
diagram that uses segment-based edges to encode the relations of the graph, resulting in
severe visual clutter because of the edge crossings and edge overlapping. The visual clutter
mainly affects human perception to track the edge between a pair of vertices. For example,
observers cannot easily tell if Miami and Chicago have a connection based on the drawing.
Traditional node–link diagrams may fall short in visualizing large graphs since they
do not meet some readability criteria. As mentioned in Section 5.2, there were several
readability criteria to evaluate the quality of a graph drawing. To optimize two or more
of the readability criteria is an NP-hard problem [7]. Among the criteria, edge crossing is
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(a) Traditional node–link diagram with a single color (b) FDEB with a single color
(c) Traditional node–link diagram with color-encoded edges (d) FDEB with color-encoded edges
Figure 5.3: The comparison to find whether or not Chicago and Miami are connected using:
(a) traditional node–link diagram with a single color; (b) force-directed edge bundling
visualization with a single color; (c) traditional node–link diagram with color-encoded
edges; and (d) force-directed edge bundling visualization with color-encoded edges.
widely acknowledged as the most important one [88]. In graph drawings, edge crossings
would cause visual ambiguity to observers. The ambiguity mainly affects human perception
to identify the relations between pairs of vertices in graphs. In Figure 5.3a, the area
between Miami and Chicago are occupied by many edges. Observers can hardly identify
if Miami and Chicago are connected because of the visual clutter. To reduce the clutter,
edge bundling techniques are often employed in the visualizations of large graphs. Edge
bundling techniques mainly group similar edges to form bundles, such that the area used and
edge crossing are significantly reduced. Figure 5.3b shows a force-directed edge bundling
(FDEB) drawing using the U.S. airline dataset. It becomes much easier to identify the edge
between Miami and Chicago compared to Figure 5.3a. Additionally, using color-encoded
methods can help better identify paths and structural patterns. Color-encoded methods can
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customize the transparency and color of edges in a drawing based on the attributes of the
edges. Figure 5.3c shows a directional color-encoded method for the node–link diagram
of the airline dataset. Comparing Figure 5.3a, c, the edges with different directions are
more salient in Figure 5.3c, whereas the path between Miami and Chicago can still be
hardly tracked. Using the same color-encoded method in the FDEB visualization of the
same dataset, we can clearly see the blue path connecting Miami and Chicago, as shown in
Figure 5.3d. The overall result of Figure 5.3d is even better than Figure 5.3b. Intuitively,
we can conclude that color-encoded method can help track the relations between vertices in
visualizations.
Although edge bundling techniques can improve the readability of graphs in terms of
edge crossing and area used, they are not without disadvantages. Edge bundling methods
visually create bundle effect to reduce edge crossings and area used, but the relationship
details are thus hidden in the bundle. An example is shown in Figure 5.4. Figure 5.4c
shows an edge bundling drawing. Figure 5.4b,e,f shows three possible network results
that can generate the same edge bundling drawing in Figure 5.4c. This disadvantage is
also discussed in several papers. Wang et al. [117] provided a visual analytic tool to show
the ambiguous regions using heat map in graph drawings. They considered edge lengths,
vertex and edge aggregations, and community structures; however, they did not consider
the inter-bundle ambiguity, i.e., the uncertainty of two vertices from different bundles.
Figure 5.4c illustrates an example about the inter-bundle condition. We can visually perceive
that there are approximately two bundles in Figure 5.4c. Two examples of intra-bundle
ambiguity are that the relation between vertices v2 and v3, and the relation between vertices
v4 and v5 are unknown. Meanwhile, using the aforementioned method cannot identify
the ambiguity between vertices v1 and v6 in the drawing, which corresponds to a case
of inter-bundle ambiguity. Hence, we argue that the work is not sufficient to evaluate
edge bundling drawings. Nguyen et al. [80] defined the uncertain presentation in an edge
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bundling visualization as information loss in the edge bundling visualization by introducing
information faithfulness. A visualization is information faithful if the visualization can
uniquely represent the original graph. In their paper, they concluded that edge bundling
visualization is inherently not information faithful and stated that it will be increasingly
difficult for users to perceive the original network from an edge bundling visualization when
more edges are bundled together. They gave a model to illustrate this situation. Given a
graph G = (V,E), the edge bundling visualization partitions the edges E into K bundles
E = B1∪ ...∪Bi∪ ...∪Bk. Let Gi presents a subgraph of G that consists of only Bi. Gi is
essentially a bipartite graph where the set of vertices are Vi and the set of links are Bi. For
any two subgraphs Gi and G j, Bi∩B j = /0. According to the definition of bipartite graph,
we have Vi = Pi∪Qi, Pi∩Qi = /0, where Pi is the source vertices and Qi is the sink vertices
in the bipartite graph Gi. Enumerating the bipartite graphs with all possibilities gives 2|Pi||Qi|
combinations. The number of graphs that have the same link structure as the final edge
bundling drawing of G is ∏ki 2|Pi||Qi|, which means there are ∏
k
i 2
|Pi||Qi| different original
networks. However, we argue the 2|Pi||Qi| different ways that a bundle may have is just a
loose upper bound. The tight bound requires further investigation. On the other hand, it is
hard to define an exact number of bundles in a drawing. Additionally, their work also did not
consider the inter-bundle uncertainty, as they assumed Bi∩B j = /0, which often is not held
in practice. Thereby, to evaluate the quality and goodness of edge bundling visualizations is
still an open problem. In Section 5.3.3, we introduce a formal information-theoretic metric
to evaluate the drawing result of edge bundling techniques.
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Figure 5.4: (a) An adjacency matrix A of a graph G. (b) A traditional node–link diagram
Dn(G) of G. (c) An edge bundling drawing De(G) of G using curve presentation. (d)
An adjacency matrix ADe(G) interpreted from De(G). (e,f) Two possible unbundled graph
structures that are derived from ADe(G) and can form the same edge bundling drawing in (c).
5.3.3 An Information-Theoretic Metric for Edge Bundling
Visualizations
We introduce a general model to quantify the uncertainty delivered by graph visualizations.
We define the objects of a graph as nodes or vertices, and the relationships among objects as
links or edges. Take a graph G = (V,E) where there are |V | vertices and |E| edges. In our
study, we only consider simple paths in graph structures, and represent G as an adjacency
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matrix A:
Ai j =

1 there is an edge ei j between two vertices i and j
n/a i = j
0 otherwise
. (5.2)
Let D(G) denote a graph drawing of G, the edges and vertices of G are encoded by
visual symbols (such as segments, curves, polylines, labels, points, etc.) with colors in
D(G). Based on the pipeline of Figure 5.1, a graph drawing method has a visual encoding
process that transforms the underlying network relations and structure into visual symbols.
Color mapping functions are also used in the process. The encoder process outputs a visual
description, i.e., D(G). Observers need to observe D(G) in order to guess the value of Ai j
of G. Visually, D(G) presents an adjacency matrix AD(G) indicating the relations among the
vertices in the drawing:
AD(G)i j =

N(N ⊂ N) there are N edges between two vertices i and j
n/a i = j
0 otherwise
. (5.3)
To understand the relations of the underlying network, observers need to observe D(G),
and guess the value of Ai j based on the value of A
D(G)
i j .
Figure 5.4 shows an example. Figure 5.4a shows an adjacency matrix A of a graph G. In
Figure 5.4b, a node–link drawing Dn(G) correctly reveals the relations among vertices with
the least ambiguity for this simple graph. In Figure 5.4c, an edge bundling drawing De(G)
encodes the edges with curves. One observation is that there seems to be an edge between
the vertices v1 and v2. One possible reason is that there indeed is an edge between v1 and v2.
However, it is also possible that there is no edge between v1 and v2, but an edge between v1
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and v6 and an edge between v2 and v3, and these two edges are bundled together, causing an
illusion edge between v1 and v2. Hence, the ambiguity arises that the relation between v1
and v2 is uncertain in Figure 5.4c. Note that even if we only consider simple paths in the
visualization of a graph G, De(G) may inadvertently have multiple edges between a pair of
vertices. By using certain intuitive criteria, e.g. readable bendiness of curves (Section 5.3.4),
we can guess that there is no edge among v1, v3, and v5 in De(G). The same intuitiveness
can be also applied to v2, v4, and v6. However, all other relations among the vertices remain
uncertain in De(G). We can use Equation (5.3) to construct an adjacency matrix ADe(G), as
shown in Figure 5.4d. If an entry ADe(G)i j > 0, we are not sure if there would be an edge
between i and j in the original graph G, and possibly drive multiple interpretations, such as
Figure 5.4e,f, that can generate the same edge bundling draw in Figure 5.4c.
To assess an edge bundling drawing De(G), based on A and ADe(G), we first introduce a
coverage rate λ to evaluate the percentage of how many edges in A are covered by ADe(G).
The idea is intuitive: we want to know how many edges in an original network are presented
in a corresponding drawing. In our definition, we only require the drawing to show at least
an edge between two vertices (i.e., ADe(G)i j > 0) if the two vertices do have an edge in the
underlying network (i.e., Ai j = 1). Equation (5.4) expresses this idea as (the n/a entries of A
and AD(G) do not enter the computation of the following equations):
λ =
m
∑
i=1
m
∑
j=1
µ(i, j)
|E| , (5.4)
where m is the number of vertices in G, and µ(i, j) is a simple Heaviside step function:
µ(i, j) =

1 if Ai j = 1 and A
De(G)
i j ¿ 0
0 otherwise
. (5.5)
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The higher the value of λ is, higher the coverage is. If λ = 1, we say the corresponding
ADe(G) is saturated. However, only using Equation (5.4) cannot assess an edge bundling
drawing effectively. For example, although Figure 5.4b,c covers the matrix A in Figure 5.4a,
the degrees of uncertainty are significantly different in Figure 5.4b,c. Hence, we need to
introduce another metric to evaluate the uncertainty of edge bundling drawing results.
We provide an information-theoretic model to quantify the uncertainty of the above
situation. Our information-theoretic model first assumes that graph drawing and visualization
algorithms do not intend to underdraw a graph, i.e., given a graph G, graph drawing and
visualization algorithms do not intend to show a wrong value of Ai j in A
D(G)
i j . If Ai j = 0
in G, the encoder of visualization process should always intend to show AD(G)i j = 0 in
D(G), such that the observers may guess that Ai j = 0 in G, and vice versa. In addition,
if AD(G)i j = N(N ⊂ N,N ≥ 1) in D(G), it becomes more uncertain to determine whether
Ai j = 1 since i and j may overlap some edges that are not between i and j in G. Figure 5.4c
shows an example. We know that even if only simple paths are allowed between a pair of
vertices, a drawing result may still have multiple paths between this pair of vertices, which
makes the visual description uncertain. We also define that the edge in Equation (5.2) is
just a relation while the edge in Equation (5.3) can be a segment, curve, or polyline in the
drawing.
We denote the relation between two vertices as a random variable X . A graph drawing
or visualization algorithm fully understands the graph and tries to encode the relation with
visual symbols and colors. After the encoding process, the algorithm outputs an image, i.e., a
drawing D(G). D(G) provides a result that indicates the original relation of the two vertices.
The visual result can be represented by an adjacency matrix AD(G) based on Equation (5.3).
Given two vertices i and j, we can quantify the amount of uncertainty of the relation of
vertex i and j given D(G) using information theory. Generally, if AD(G)i j = N(N ⊂ N), there
are N paths between the vertices i and j in the drawing D(G). Since we only consider simple
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paths, one of the N paths may be encoded as an edge to present Ai j = 1 in G. Another
possibility is Ai j = 0, which means there is no edge between the vertices i and j in the
original graph, but i and j overlap N other edges in the drawing D(G). Therefore, D(G) can
have N+1 different ways to present Ai j (i.e., N possible paths or no path).
Let Y denote the visual description of the relation between a pair of vertices. The amount
of uncertainty of knowing the relation between the vertices i and j given D(G), i.e., the
conditional entropy H(Xi j|Yi j), can be quantified as:
H(Xi j|Yi j) =
AD(G)i j
∑
t=0
−( 1
AD(G)i j +1
)log2(
1
AD(G)i j +1
)
= log2(A
D(G)
i j +1).
(5.6)
where AD(G)i j is the value of the i column and j row entry of A
D(G). Equation (5.6) indicates
the necessary bits to visually describe the relation of the corresponding vertices i and j. The
more bit the visual description uses, the more uncertain the description is.
We use the graph drawings of two simple graphs G1 and G2 in Figure 5.5 to illus-
trate Equation (5.6). As shown in Figure 5.5a, visually, there are two paths, p1 and p2,
between the vertices v3 and v4, and thus A
D(G1)
3,4 = 2. As we consider simple paths, there
are three possible cases of connection between v3 and v4 in the original graph G1: p1,
p2, or no path. The probability of each case is 13 . Therefore, given the visual descrip-
tion Y3,4, we can compute the amount of uncertainty to describe the real relation X3,4 as
∑2t=0−(13)log2(13) = log2(3)≈ 1.58. Similarly, there are three paths between the vertices
v4 and v5 of G2 in its drawing D(G2), as shown in Figure 5.5b. This leads to a higher amount
of uncertainty, ∑3t=0−(14)log2(14) = log2(4) = 2, for us to tell the real relation X4,5 of G2.
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We denote the total uncertainty of D(G) as W . H(W ) can be formally written as:
H(W ) =
m
∑
i=1
m
∑
j=1
H(Xi j|Yi j), (5.7)
where H(Xi j|Yi j) represents the amount of uncertainty of knowing Xi j based on Yi j. It can
also be interpreted as how much information about Xi j is still uncertain after observing
Yi j. As discussed in Section 5.3.1, the best description Y should tell the most of X (i.e.,
to maximize the mutual information I(X ;Y ), we need to minimize the conditional entropy
H(X |Y )). Hence, to holistically evaluate an edge bundling drawing, we argue that a good
edge bundling visualization should minimize H(W ), and, at the same time, keep the coverage
rate λ as high as possible. For a undirected graph G, A and AD(G) are symmetric, and thus
only the upper right half of each matrix is used.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.5: The graph drawings of two simple graphs G1 and G2. (a) A simple path graph
G1, where there are visually 2 paths between v3 and v4. (b) A simple path graph G2, where
there are visually 3 paths between v4 and v5.
We use Equation (5.7) to quantify the values of H(W ) of Figure 5.4b,c. On one hand,
as Figure 5.4b shows, the relations among objects are clear and correct, and the amount of
uncertainty of the corresponding H(W ) is 3. Figure 5.4b can use the least bits to describe
a network since each edge can be distinguished in this drawing. On the other hand, the
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amount of uncertainty of H(W ) of Figure 5.4c is 8. This comparison matches the results of
the drawings.
Generally, Equation (5.6) can also be used to quantify the amount of uncertainty of
relation between a pair of vertices in an edge bundling drawing D(G). Figure 5.3a shows
a more complex example. In the figure, we want to quantify the amount of uncertainty
of relation between Miami and Chicago. Equation (5.6) counts the number of edges
(paths) between the cities in the drawing. Recall that the paths can be segments, curves, or
polylines in our definition. We can find multiple such paths between Miami and Chicago.
In Figure 5.3b, the paths between Miami and Chicago are significantly reduced because of
the bundle effect. The rationale behind Equation (5.6) is that, if more paths can be detected
between the two vertices, the used area between the two vertices becomes larger. This
reflects that a larger number of edge crossings and overlapping, which means the visual
description of the relation between the two vertices is more uncertain. The greater the value
AD(G)i j , the more uncertain the description is. In a general case, no matter Ai j = 0 or 1. If
the number of paths between the two vertices is larger than one, i.e., AD(G)i j > 1, the visual
description of the relation of the two vertices is uncertain. In Section 5.3.4, we introduce a
method to count the number of paths between a pair of vertices based on the drawing.
5.3.4 Algorithms and Implementation
We introduce an algorithm to approximate the number of edges or paths between a pair of
vertices in a drawing. Our algorithm mimics an observer’s perception to track the edges
or paths between two vertices. As it would be tedious for an observer to manually count
all paths in a drawing of a large graph, we propose a computational method for this task.
We also use a heuristic method to discuss the parameters in our algorithm in Section 5.4.
As described in Section 5.3.3, a path between two vertices in a drawing can be segments,
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spline-curve, polylines, or a hybrid presentation of the above three. Generally, a qualified
path between two vertices should meet two criteria: (1) the bendiness of the path should be
reasonable; and (2) the color of the path should be similar. The bendiness criteria ensures that
a qualified path have a reasonable smoothness and do not contain loops and abrupt turning
angles, while the color criteria ensures that the color along the path is similar. Complying
the two criteria, a path can be identified and tracked by observers. Although many studies
have proposed path and road location and detection in remote sensing and image processing
fields, approximating the number of paths between two vertices is a unique and non-trivial
task in this study.
To approximate the number of qualified paths between two vertices, we need to find the
region in the image connecting them. We first locate the pixel positions of a pair of vertices
in an edge bundling drawing (image). Then, starting from one of the vertices, we conduct a
region growing method to find a piece of region that connects the two vertices. We design
two parameters in our region growing method to comply with the aforementioned criteria.
Generally, given a drawing result, which is an image I with a resolution of M×N , we first
locate the pixel positions of the two vertices in the image, and then use Algorithm 10 to find
the number of paths between the two vertices. Assume the start pixel is Ps and the target
pixel is Pt . We specify a color threshold C and an angle threshold L. The target region R
contains only Ps initially. We start from the current pixel Pc = Ps, and search through all the
neighboring pixels {Pn} in a W1×W1 window, where W1 is the size of the window. We need
to find all the neighboring pixels {Pn} that meet three conditions: (1) the angle between
the vector
−−→
PcPt and the vector
−−→
PcPn is not greater than L; (2) the angle between the vector
−−→
PsPt and the vector
−−→
PcPt is not greater than L; and (3) the Euclidean distance between the
color of Pc and the mean color Cm of the region is not greater than C. Conditions (1) and (2)
ensure that the region will be growing from the start vertex towards the target vertex with a
specified angle limitation. L determines the sharpness of the paths in the region. Condition
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(3) simply ensures the color criterion. The qualified pixels that have not been visited are
added to a candidate set. We then set the pixel that is closest to Cm to be the new current
point Pc and add Pc to the region R. The process continues until Pc = Pt or the candidate set
is empty. The region growing algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 11.
Figure 5.6a shows a magnified and highlighted area of a FFTEB visualization. We want
to find the region connecting two vertices a and b. Figure 5.6a.1 is the output of Algorithm 11.
It shows that the region between a and b can be perfectly extracted. Another more complex
example is shown in Figure 5.6b.1,c.1 presenting the impact of the input parameters C and
L. In the highlighted area, we want to find the region connecting the vertices c and d. Using
C = 100 and L = 90, we get the result of Figure 5.6b.1. Using C = 190 and L = 150, we
have the resulting region of Figure 5.6c.1. The difference is obvious. In Figure 5.6b.1, we
do not have the big hole in the middle of the region because the input color threshold C and
angle threshold L are relatively small. C controls the acceptable color difference between
candidate pixels and the region, while L determines that the sharpness of a portion of the
region. They are very important parameters in our algorithm. The window size W1 = 1 or 2
(1 or 2 pixel(s)) can generate very good results. However, C and L may impact the grown
region largely, as in Figure 5.6b.1,c.1. We further discuss C and L in a heuristic study in
Section 5.4.
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Algorithm 10 FINDALLPATHS.
1: // Initialization
2: Ps // The start pixel
3: Pt // The target pixel
4: W1 // The size of sliding window for Algorithm 11
5: W2 // The size of sliding window for Algorithm 12
6: C // The color threshold
7: I // The M×N image
8: R // The growing region
9: K // The clusters
10: P // The number of paths
11: N // The number of node in graph
12: V ISIT ED[N] // The flag array that indicates if vertices are visited
13: Find the source pixel Ps and target pixel Pt .
14: // Given I, W1 and C, use region growing to find the region R connects Ps and Pt
15: R← REGIONGROWING(I, Ps, Pt , W1, C)
16: // Given the region R, use mean shift to calculate the clusters K
17: K← MEANSHIFT(R, W2)
18: Find the number of vertices N based on the separate components of K.
19: // Based on the clusters K, find the source region Rs and the target region Rt
20: P← DEPTH-FIRSTSEARCH(P, K, Rs, Rt , V ISIT ED[Rs])
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Algorithm 11 REGIONGROWING(I : input image; Ps : input source pixel;
Pt : input target pixel; W1 : input window size; C : input color threshold;
L : input angle threshold).
1: Assign the color of Ps to Cm.
2: R // The growing region
3: Cm // The mean color of the growing region
4: Pc← Ps // Assign the source pixel to be the current pixel
5: S← /0 // Initialize the candidates set
6: Push Pc into R.
7: while Pc! = Pt or S! = /0 do
8: for each neighboring pixel Pn of Pc using the window size W1 do
9: if the angle θ1 between
−−→
PcPt and
−−→
PcPn <= L and the angle θ2 between
−−→
PsPt and
−−→
PcPt <= L and the color of Pc−Cm <=C then
10: Push Pn into S.
11: end if
12: end for
13: // Compute the next Pc
14: Compute the pixel in S whose color is closest to Cm, and assign the pixel to Pc.
15: Compute the mean color of S, and assign the mean color to Cm.
16: Pop Pc from S.
17: Push Pc into R.
18: end while
19: return R.
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Figure 5.6: (a.1) The resulting region between two vertices a and b using Algorithm 11.
(a.2) The input of Algorithm 12. (a.3) The output Algorithm 12. (b.1) The resulting region
between two vertices c and d using Algorithm 11, where the color threshold C and angle
threshold L are set to be 100 and 90 respectively. (b.2) The input of Algorithm 12. (b.3) The
output of Algorithm 12. (c.1) The resulting region between node c and d using Algorithm 11,
where the color threshold C and angle threshold L are set to be 190 and 150 respectively. (c.2)
The input of Algorithm 12. (c.3) The output of Algorithm 12. (a.4–c.4) The corresponding
transform graphs of (a.3–c.3), respectively.
After the region R is gained, we can consider how to find the number of paths between
two pixels. Here, the problem is typically a graph problem that finding the number of paths
between a source vertex and a target vertex in a graph where every pixel in R can be modeled
as a vertex, and the connectivity of pixels can be modeled as edges. However, estimating
the number of source-to-target paths in a graph is #P-complete [97]. To approximate the
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number of source-to-target paths, we could use depth-first search to enumerate all the unique
paths from a source to a target, or a dynamic programming to statistically calculate the total
number of unique paths from a source to a target. However, in our experiment, we found
out that simply using the above methods is problematic in the applications of edge bundling
visualization. For example, in Figure 5.6a.1, intuitively, there should be one path connecting
a and b. However, we can show that a simple depth-first search will generate an incorrect
(significantly large) number of paths for Figure 5.6a.1.
Figure 5.7 shows an example to approximate the number of paths between a source
pixel Ps and a target pixel Pt . Every square in Figure 5.7a represents a pixel. All pixels
in Figure 5.7a show a connecting region. To approximate the number of paths between
the source pixel and the target pixel, we can transform Figure 5.7a into a graph, as shown
in Figure 5.7b. We limit the traverse direction of every pixel from going back in order to
avoid loop paths. Traversal methods, such as depth-first search, can be applied in order to
enumerate the unique paths between the two pixels. These traversal methods can generate
far more number of unique paths. However, visually, there is only one path between the
two pixels in Figure 5.7a, as the region can be considered as a path as a whole. Similarly,
the traditional dynamic programming method cannot solve this problem either. Assume
we define a subproblem as how many source-sink paths are through the current pixel.
The dynamic programming method is not effective because the subproblem is not solved
only once. Hence, depth-first search and dynamic programming cannot appropriately solve
this type of problem.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.7: An example to approximate the number of paths between a source pixel Ps and a
target pixel Pt : (a) the connecting region between Ps and Pt ; and (b) the transform graph.
Additionally, simply modeling every pixel as a vertex will make the computation time-
consuming since a resulting region could consist of a considerable number of pixels. Another
problem is that neither the simple depth-first search nor dynamic programming cannot solve
the problem that the small holes in the generated region, which is illustrated in Figure 5.6c.2.
For instance, in Figure 5.6c.2, intuitively, there is only one path from c to d, whereas the
small holes can generate unnecessary loop paths, which should be addressed.
We propose to use a simple mean shift to cluster the resulting region, then model the
clusters into vertices, and conduct a modified depth-first search to approximately find the
number of paths between two vertices in a region R. After the region R is found, we check
that if the two vertices are in the region. If so, we use mean shift to cluster the region R.
Otherwise, we conclude there is no path between the two vertices. The basic idea is that
we first use mean shift to cluster R into distinct regions. Second, we construct a transform
graph T that shows the connectivity of the distinct regions. We define the source region Rs
containing the pixel Ps, and the target region Rt containing the pixel Pt . Finally, we use a
modified depth-first search to calculate the number of paths between Rs and Rt in T .
The mean shift algorithm takes R as input. For each pixel, we define a window with
a size W2 around it and compute the mean of the pixels that have some color other than
the background color. Then, we shift the center of window to the mean and assign the
new position to the current pixel. We repeat this process until all pixels converge or the
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iterations exceed a certain amount of times. The simple mean shift algorithm is illustrated
in Algorithm 12. Then, we consider the non-connected regions as distinct clusters. The
distinct clusters can be considered as a graph T , where each cluster can be considered
as a vertex in T . The connectivity of vertices in T is determined by the connectivity of
the pixels. For example, if two pixels from two different clusters are neighbors, the two
clusters have an edge. The output results of Algorithm 12 is demonstrated in Figure 5.6a.3–
c.3. Figure 5.6a.4–c.4 shows the corresponding transform graphs of Figure 5.6a.3–c.3,
respectively. In the three graphs, different colors mean distinct cluster labels. The results
in Figure 5.6a.4–c.4 avoid the problem of path-finding in Figure 5.7. In Figure 5.6b.3,c.3,
the small hole problem is also addressed, where the hole is too small to be considered a
branch or another path. However, if a hole is big enough, it can be considered as a branch
or path, which is shown in Figure 5.6c.3. The window size W2 determines the acceptable
hole threshold. We find that it should be set to only 1 or 2 pixel(s), and Figure 5.6b.3,c.3
demonstrates the results.
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Algorithm 12 MEANSHIFT(R : input region; W2 : input window size).
1: K // the cluster result
2: Pc // The position of the current pixel
3: S // The temporal set
4: IT R // The iteration number
5: STOP // The flag that indicates all pixels do not move in the last iteration
6: STOP← False
7: while IT R < 300 and STOP = False do
8: for each pixel Pc of R do
9: S← /0
10: for each neighboring pixel Pn of Pc using the window size W2 do
11: if the color of Pc does not equal to the background color then
12: Push Pn into S.
13: end if
14: end for
15: Compute the new position for Pc based on S.
16: end for
17: // Check if some of the pixels have new positions
18: if none of the pixels in R moves then STOP← True
19: end if
20: end while
21: Give every separate component a distinct number, and assign the result to K.
22: return K.
Finally, a modified depth-first search algorithm is used to count all possible paths
between Rs and Rt in T . In this algorithm, it first sets the flag of every vertex to be unvisited.
The algorithm starts from the source region Rs, and find the adjacent regions in a depth-first
search manner until it reaches the target region Rt . Every time the algorithm reaches a new
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region, it sets the flag of the region to be visited. Hence, it will not form a loop path in T . If
Rt is reached, the counter of all possible paths increments one. The modification from the
traditional depth-first search algorithm is that after a region is visited, we reset the flag of
the current region to be unvisited, making this region available to other paths. Finally, if all
other regions are visited, the algorithm ends. The modified depth-first search is illustrated in
Algorithm 13.
Algorithm 13 DEPTH-FIRSTSEARCH(P: (GLOBAL) input path number; K:
input clusters; Rc: input current region; Rt : input target region; V ISIT ED[]:
input source f lag).
1: P // The number of path between Rs and Rt
2: V ISIT ED[Rc]← True
3: if Rc = Rt then
4: P← P+1
5: else
6: for each adjacent region Rn of Rc do
7: if V ISIT ED[Rn] = False then DEPTH-FIRSTSEARCH(P, K, Rn, Rt , V ISIT ED[Rn])
8: end if
9: end for
10: end if
11: V ISIT ED[Rc]← False
5.4 Application Examples
We provide several examples to show how to use the proposed metric and approximation
method to evaluate and compare edge bundling algorithms. The edge bundling algorithms
we used in this section include the force-directed edge bundling (FDEB) [45], the fast
fourier transform edge bundling (FFTEB) [63], and the moving least squares edge bundling
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(MLSEB) [119]. The three methods cover three different edge bundling frameworks: force-
directed, kernel estimation, and curve approximation. The three frameworks cover most of
the edge bundling methods. Although only three methods are chosen to compare in this
chapter, our metric and method can be easily extended to other edge bundling methods.
First, we briefly revisit the algorithms of FDEB, FFTEB, and MLSEB, respectively. Second,
we conduct a heuristic study to discuss the color and angle thresholds in our path-finding
method. Third, we show an example to use the proposed information-theoretic metric and
path-finding method by exploring the parameters of the three edge bundling methods on a
dataset. We discuss how users of edge bundling applications should choose the appropriate
parameters of the edge bundling methods for their applications based on the analysis of
the corresponding uncertainty H(W ) and coverage λ . Fourth, we use different datasets to
illustrate the similarities and differences among the three different edge bundling methods
based on the analysis of the uncertainty H(W ) and coverage λ and the corresponding
visualizations.
In the following results, we render all edge bundling drawings into 800×800 images.
The background color of these drawings is set to be (0, 0, 0, 0) in terms of RGBA value. We
use a color-encoded method [110] in all renderings. The color-encoded method encodes the
direction and the length of the corresponding edge with HSVA value (i.e., hue H, saturation
S, value V , and alpha A). Using this method, short edges are better visible, and at the
same time long edges can also attract attention. Additionally, since the value of H(W ) can
be large for some large graphs, we multiply H(W ) with a factor 1p for a better displaying
(i.e., H(W ) = H(W )× 1p), where p is the number of all pairs of different nodes in the
corresponding graph.
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5.4.1 Revisit FDEB, FFTEB, and MLSEB
5.4.1.1 FDEB
FDEB uses a spring model to bundle edges in a graph drawing. It first employs similarity,
namely compatibility measures to find the similar edges in a graph based on four spacial
features (i.e., direction, length, position, and projection). The result of the compatibility
measures is a soft clustering, which means one edge may belong to multiple groups. In every
iteration of the bundling process, edges are subdivided into sample points. In the subdivision
process, every edge is subdivided into identical number of sample points. A spring model is
then applied in the subdivision points of edges to advect the edges in an iterative manner.
One edge only interacts with its compatible edges. Hence, edges are bundled in a group
manner, as shown in Figure 5.8b. The final image is generated when the spring system
reaches an equilibrium state. One unique parameter in FDEB is the compatibility threshold
used to determine how similar two edges are. Hence, it also determines the clustering results
and the final edge bundling drawing.
5.4.1.2 FFTEB
FFTEB uses fast fourier transform to accelerate large-graph bundling process. The basic
idea of FFTEB is from the kernel density estimation edge bundling (KDEEB) [47]. KDEEB
uses a uniform sampling method, where edges with different lengths have different numbers
of sample points. KDEEB transforms an input graph into a density map using kernel density
estimation, and then moves the sample points of edges towards the local density maxima to
form bundles. The sample points of a single edge could belong to different bundles since the
sample points are advected locally. FFTEB is an enhanced method of KDEEB. It shifts the
bundling process from the image space to the spectral (frequency) space, thereby increasing
computational speed. They address the performance issue by using GPU processing. An
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important parameter used in FFTEB is the window size of the kernel density estimation.
The window size of the kernel density estimation determines the location of local density
maxima in the drawing.
5.4.1.3 MLSEB
MLSEB generates bundles based on moving least squares (MLS) approximation. The basic
idea of MLSEB comes from reconstructing a smooth curve from an unorganized point cloud.
It first discretizes all edges into a set of sample points. Then, it uses moving least squares
approximation to reconstruct a smooth curve based on locally close sample points with a
window size. The close sample points of edges will be projected onto the local regression
curve iteratively. After each iteration, the sample points of different paths locally gather
closer. Using the advected sample points of each path as control points, a B-spline curve
is generated for each edge. The curve-like bundles are thus formed. The moving least
squares method also gives a result that one edge may belong to different bundles, as shown
in Figure 5.8d. MLSEB also uses the same uniform sampling for each edge as FFTEB.
The important parameter is the compact support (i.e., the window size) of the moving least
squares approximation.
5.4.2 Heuristic Study
In this section, we conduct a heuristic study to discuss the color and angle thresholds in our
proposed method for different datasets. The datasets we used in this section are the U.S.
airlines dataset with 2100 edges and 235 vertices, and the U.S. migrations dataset with 9780
edges and 1700 vertices.
Since we employ the algorithms in Section 5.3.4 to mimic an observer’s perception to
track paths between two vertices in a graph drawing, we conduct a heuristic study to discuss
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(a) U.S. airlines (node–link diagram) (b) U.S. airlines (FDEB)
(c) U.S. airlines (FFTEB) (d) U.S. airlines (MLSEB)
(e) U.S. migrations (node–link diagram) (f) U.S. migrations (FDEB)
(g) U.S. migrations (FFTEB) (h) U.S. migrations (MLSEB)
(i) Large U.S. migrations (FFTEB) (j) Large U.S. migrations (MLSEB)
Figure 5.8: Visualizations of different datasets with different methods.
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the parameters, the color threshold C and the angle threshold L. The rationale of this heuristic
study is to choose the optimal thresholds for our evaluation algorithm. In the heuristic study,
we compare the coverage and the uncertainty of the U.S. airlines using Figure 5.8b–d, as
well as the U.S. migrations data using Figure 5.8f–h with different values of color threshold
and angle threshold. The values of color threshold we used are 100,120,150,170, and
190. The values of angle threshold we used are 45◦, 90◦and 135◦. The compatibility of
the FDEB drawings in Figure 5.8b,f, is 0.7. The kernel size of the FFTEB drawings in
Figure 5.8c,g,i is 5%. The compact support of the MLSEB drawings in Figure 5.8d,h,j is 5%.
In Table 5.1, we list the coverage and uncertainty values for the corresponding combination
of color and angle thresholds. c100 a45 in the table means C = 100◦ and L = 45◦, etc. In
Table 5.1, we can see that, as C and L increase, the coverage and uncertainty increase, which
matches our expectation that higher C and L will give a higher coverage and uncertainty.
One important point is that, if we use the same color threshold and different angle thresholds,
the corresponding gradients of coverage and uncertainty between L = 90◦ and L = 135◦ are
significantly smaller than the gradients of L = 45◦ and L = 90◦ for all results. For example,
for FFTEB, the coverage and uncertainty differences between c100 a45 and c100 a90 are
significantly smaller than the differences between c100 a90 and c100 a135. We find that
this phenomenon exists for all edge bundling methods we tested. Hence, we conclude that
90◦ can be used as an appropriate angle threshold. Choosing 90◦ as the angle threshold
can ensure the path in the growing region will not turn abruptly. One example between
small and large angle thresholds are shown in Figure 5.6b.1,c.1. On the other hand, for the
color threshold, we can know that, when the color threshold reaches 190, the coverage of
all methods become almost 1. Therefore, in the following comparison, we list different
color thresholds smaller than 190 with the same angle threshold L = 90◦. Since we do not
have an optimal color threshold, we compute the values of coverage and uncertainty using
different color thresholds. We compute the average sum of all the color thresholds of the
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corresponding coverage and uncertainty in order to obtain succinct statistic results.
Table 5.1: A heuristic study to choose color and angle thresholds.
FDEB FFTEB MLSEB
U.S. airlines U.S. migrations U.S. airlines U.S. migrations U.S. airlines U.S. migrations
Configuration H(W) λ H(W) λ H(W) λ H(W) λ H(W) λ H(W) λ
c100 a45 0.661 0.795 0.791 0.669 0.225 0.437 0.457 0.268 0.486 0.584 0.349 0.258
c100 a90 0.751 0.817 0.856 0.688 0.319 0.554 0.508 0.359 0.607 0.679 0.380 0.307
c100 a135 0.793 0.830 0.870 0.699 0.343 0.575 0.518 0.389 0.646 0.681 0.391 0.339
c120 a45 0.838 0.944 0.846 0.671 0.326 0.564 0.527 0.336 0.594 0.742 0.469 0.288
c120 a90 0.907 0.972 0.888 0.705 0.450 0.689 0.577 0.397 0.710 0.810 0.513 0.346
c120 a135 0.945 0.975 0.893 0.713 0.485 0.709 0.588 0.421 0.753 0.827 0.529 0.363
c150 a45 0.893 0.988 0.873 0.763 0.642 0.770 0.681 0.459 0.815 0.947 0.680 0.398
c150 a90 0.926 0.997 0.911 0.786 0.819 0.867 0.723 0.521 0.889 0.982 0.718 0.458
c150 a135 0.961 0.997 0.928 0.792 0.864 0.877 0.740 0.558 0.925 0.985 0.726 0.467
c170 a45 0.909 0.996 0.883 0.800 0.735 0.911 0.740 0.582 0.845 0.966 0.702 0.673
c170 a90 0.934 0.998 0.940 0.822 0.848 0.973 0.782 0.691 0.902 0.988 0.746 0.702
c170 a135 0.965 0.998 0.952 0.831 0.894 0.978 0.800 0.729 0.934 0.990 0.760 0.719
c190 a45 0.922 0.999 0.938 0.809 0.759 0.937 0.857 0.692 0.858 0.977 0.726 0.682
c190 a90 0.945 0.999 0.954 0.837 0.870 0.988 0.889 0.776 0.905 0.995 0.761 0.703
c190 a135 0.976 0.999 0.967 0.849 0.920 0.995 0.901 0.792 0.936 0.995 0.789 0.718
5.4.3 Comparison I
In this section, we evaluate the coverage and uncertainty of the three methods with different
parameters. We use an example to show how to use the proposed metric and approximation
method to choose an appropriate parameter for a specific edge bundling application. The
dataset we use in this section is the U.S. airlines. To explore the parameter combinations
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of edge bundling methods is a tremendous work since many parameters and factors can be
taken into account, such as the color-encoded method, the number of sampling points of
every edge, the unique parameter of a method, and so on. These parameter combinations
vary from case to case. It is not feasible to list many parameter combinations. Hence, we
rather use an simple instance to illustrate how users can employ our proposed metric and
path-finding method to choose parameters for edge bundling applications. Recall that, in
Section 5.4.1, we mentioned the unique and important parameters for the three methods
respectively, which are the compatibility threshold for FDEB, the kernel size for FFTEB,
and the compact support for MLSEB. We use a bivariate analysis to analyze the results of the
above methods with their different corresponding parameters. We focus on analyzing these
parameters in this chapter. Our analysis can be easily extended to more complex parameter
configurations for other edge bundling methods.
First, we discuss the parameters and configurations used in this comparison. We use four
different compatibility thresholds for FDEB. Remember that the compatibility threshold
of FDEB corresponds to the soft clustering result that determines the final graph layout. In
Figure 5.9a–d, we set the compatibility thresholds to be 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, and 0.5, respectively.
For FFTEB, the most important parameter is the kernel size of the density estimation, which
determines how the sample points of edges coverage. We set the kernel size of FFTEB to be
1%, 3%, 5%, and 10% of the image size, as shown in Figure 5.10. For MLSEB, the most
significant parameter is the compact support of the moving least squares approximation. It
is essentially a window size to estimate the weights of neighboring sample points that are
used to approximate a local regression curve. We set the compact support of MLSEB to be
1%, 3%, 5% and 10% of the image size, which are shown in Figure 5.11.
The angle and color thresholds we used in this comparison are L = 90 and C = 100,
110, 120, 130, 140, 150, 160, 170, 180, and 190, respectively. As mentioned before, to
show a succinct result, we compute the average sum of all the color and angle threshold
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.9: FDEB drawings of the U.S. airlines using different compatibility threshold
values: (a) 0.8; (b) 0.7; (c) 0.6; and (d) 0.5.
combinations of the corresponding coverage and uncertainty respectively. Figure 5.12
shows a scatter plot of coverage versus uncertainty of different parameters of the three
methods. We first analyze the impact of compatibility threshold to the FDEB drawing. The
label c = 0.6 means the compatibility is set to be 0.6 for FDEB, etc. The compatibility
threshold determines the clustering result. As the compatibility threshold decreases, the
similarity estimation is more loose, which results in more edges are bundled together. We
can obverse this trend in Figure 5.9. In Figure 5.12, the coverage and conditional entropy
increase monotonically with the increase of the compatibility value, which matches our
expectation that if more edges are bundled, it becomes less uncertain in perception but
hard to reconstruct the original graph structure through perception. This phenomenon also
happens to MLSEB in this dataset. As the compact support (i.e., the window size) increases,
edges are merged into larger bundles. Meanwhile, the coverage and conditional entropy
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.10: FFTEB drawings of the U.S. airlines using different kernel threshold values:
(a) 1% kernel size; (b) 3% kernel size; (c) 5% kernel size; and (d) 10% kernel size.
also decrease accordingly. We also look at the kernel size of FFTEB. As the kernel size
increases, the edges are bundled tighter, and more edges gather into larger bundles. Greater
kernel size results in less coverage and conditional entropy. However, we are surprised to
see that, when k = 3% and k = 5%, the conditional entropy of the two results are almost the
same, but k = 3% shows a significantly greater coverage. By comparing Figure 5.10b,c, we
find that the visual result of k = 3% is very similar to the result of k = 5%. As mentioned in
Section 5.3.3, we should achieve a high coverage and low conditional entropy in an edge
bundling drawing. Hence, Figure 5.10b is better than Figure 5.10c in terms of the proposed
coverage and conditional entropy.
Analyzing the coverage and conditional entropy can help users choose optimal param-
eters for the edge bundling applications. We can set a 2D interval to select the optimal
parameter for our desire edge bundling methods. Since we intend to achieve high coverage
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.11: MLSEB drawings of the U.S. airlines using different compact support values:
(a) 1% compact support; (b) 3% compact support; (c) 5% compact support; and (d) 10%
compact support.
and low conditional entropy in an edge bundling drawing, we can define a 2D interval by
setting a lower bound for coverage and an upper bound for conditional entropy respectively.
Take Figure 5.12 as an example; we can set the lower bounds of coverage to be 0.85 and
the upper bound of conditional entropy to be 0.8, which means we want the method can
achieve at least 85% coverage and at most 80% conditional entropy. The 2D interval gives
three instances that are a FDEB with a 0.6 compatibility threshold, a FFTEB with a 3%
kernel size, and an MLSEB with a 5% compact support. In this analysis, users can deter-
mine a customized 2D interval to select the appropriate parameters for their desire edge
bundling applications. This analysis can also be easily extended to cases with more complex
parameter combinations.
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Figure 5.12: The bivariate analysis of FDEB, FFTEB, and MLSEB using different parame-
ters.
5.4.4 Comparison II
The purpose of this section is not to merely compare the quality of the three methods using
different datasets. We have introduced a bivariate analysis to analyze and compare the
three methods with different parameters for one specific application. Users and readers
should follow the analysis method in Section 5.4.3 to test different parameter combinations
for different datasets. In this section, we discuss the three edge bundling methods in depth.
The main focus of this section is on analyzing their similarity and difference based on the
visual result, coverage, and conditional entropy across different datasets. We use three
datasets: (1) U.S. airlines (2100 edges and 235 nodes); (2) U.S. migrations (9780 edges
and 1700 nodes); and (3) large U.S. migrations (545,881 edges and 3075 nodes). We
use segment-based node–link diagram, FDEB, FFTEB and MLSEB to visualize the three
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datasets, and compute the corresponding coverage and conditional entropy values. Due
to the limitation of the implementation of FDEB, we cannot construct an edge bundling
drawing for large U.S. migration with FDEB. Remember that we used angle threshold
L = 90 and color threshold C = 100,110,120,130,140,150,160,170,180, and 190 in our
path-finding algorithm. Moreover, we compute the average sum of all angle and color
thresholds for coverage and conditional entropy, respectively. The additional images we
used in this section are shown in Figure 5.8. We plot the corresponding scatter plot of H(W )
and λ in Figure 5.13.
First, we analyze the difference between the node–link diagram drawing and the three
edge bundling methods. The node–link diagrams in Figure 5.8a,e have relatively more visual
clutter than other edge bundling methods because of edge crossings and total area used. The
visual clutter can be quantitatively interpreted by our proposed conditional entropy H(W ).
The coverage and conditional entropy of the node–link diagram drawings fully reflect this
phenomenon. According to the result of Figure 5.13, the node–link diagram has overall the
highest coverage; however, its uncertainty H(W ) is significantly larger than the other three
edge bundling methods, which matches our expectation. The coverage of the node–link
diagram is saturated but the visual result is of high uncertain, which can be interpreted by
H(W ). Hence, we have an impression that ,although node–link diagram gives the highest
coverage rate, it is also the most uncertain visualization compared to the other three edge
bundling methods.
Second, we observe that some results of Figures 5.10 and 5.11 are visually similar.
However, these results are very different from FDEB in Figure 5.9. As we revisited the
FDEB in Section 5.4.1, the final result of FDEB is determined by the edge clustering result.
Since only compatible edges will be bundled together, the clustering result determines the
potential position where the edges are in the final drawing. The clustering result is based
on the edge level. In FFTEB, the sample points of edges are moved to the local density
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maxima according to the gradients of the local density estimation. It uses a kernel size
to determine the effect of the local density estimation. In MLSEB, bundled curves are
locally approximated by the local compact support in a regression manner. To construct
such a bundled curve, it also needs to use a compact support (window size) to estimate the
weights and positions of the local neighboring sample points. Indeed, both FFTEB and
MLSEB use a window size (i.e., kernel and compact support, respectively) in their bundling
processes. The estimation process of both methods is essentially density estimation. Hence,
the clustering or merging process of FFTEB and MLSEB is based on the sample point
level. An interesting observation is that, in U.S. airlines and U.S. migrations datasets, FDEB
has the highest coverage and conditional entropy value, and the coverage and conditional
entropy are significantly greater than the other two edge bundling methods. Another
interesting observation is that, when the compatibility threshold is high (c = 0.8), the
result in Figure 5.9a resembles Figure 5.8a. Hence, it yields great values of coverage and
conditional entropy. Based on the above observation, we can conclude that edge clustering
methods prone to generate a more visual uncertain edge bundling result. Although it reduces
small-angle edge crossings, it cannot reduce the edge crossings among edge clusters. This is
why FDEB results visually have more edge crossings than the other two methods, which
can be reflected by the condition entropy H(W ) in Figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.13: The bivariate analysis of FDEB, FFTEB, and MLSEB using different datasets.
As the density estimations of FFTEB and MLSEB are similar, some results of FFTEB
and MLSEB are similar as well (e.g., Figure 5.10a versus Figure 5.11a, and Figure 5.10b
versus Figure 5.11b). FFTEB and MLSEB both produce web-like bundle effect that is
completely different from FDEB. What differentiates them is the advection methods of the
sample points. FFTEB uses the gradients of the density estimation as the advection vector
while MLSEB uses regression method to project the sample points to new positions. When
the kernel size and compact support are both below 5%, their results are almost identical.
However, when the kernel size and compact support reach 5% or greater, their results become
different. Figure 5.8c,d,g–j illustrates this phenomenon. When we use a very large dataset,
the large U.S. migrations (545,881 edges and 3075 nodes), their results become completely
different, as shown in Figure 5.8i,j. The resulting scatter plot in Figure 5.13 shows that
FFTEB and MLSEB have their own advantages and disadvantages for U.S. airlines and U.S.
migrations. However, MLSEB outperforms FFTEB in the very large dataset with respect to
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both coverage and H(W ).
5.5 Conclusion
I have presented a new information-theoretic metric for evaluating the overall uncertainty
of edge bundling visualizations. We used the theory of the mutual information to assess
the final results of edge bundling methods. Based on the information-theoretic pipeline
of Chen et al. [15, 14], we have discussed the benefits and drawbacks of edge bundling
visualizations. We defined and quantified the uncertainty H(X |Y ) of the visual description
of the relation between two vertices. We attributed H(X |Y ) to the actual number of paths
between the two vertices in the corresponding drawing. H(X |Y ) basically measures the
length of the bits necessary to describe the relation given the visual description. We then
argued that the average of total sum of H(X |Y ) of all pairs of vertices can be used to evaluate
the uncertainty of edge bundling visualizations, i.e., H(W ). The key idea of our evaluation
is that the lower the value of H(W ) produced by an edge bundling method, the better the
method is. We show an example for users to choose optimal parameters for their desired
edge bundling applications. We used this metric to compare three different edge bundling
methods, the force-directed edge bundling (FDEB), the fast fourier transform edge bundling
(FFTEB), and the moving least squares edge bundling (MLSEB) in depth, which has not
been fully discussed in the existing literature. We found that H(W ) can correctly reflect the
degree of ambiguity of edge bundling algorithms. Note that our framework only focuses
on the vis-encoder process of Chen et al.’s pipeline. We admit that some factors in the
vis-channel and vis-decoder process, such as display resolution, view angle, interaction, and
cognition would affect the final observer’s comprehension. We focus on the vis-encoder
process because it is easier to explain the concept of the uncertainty caused by edge bundling
visualizations. Although we did not take these factors into account, our methodology is easy
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to extend in the vis-channel and vis-decoder process. In addition to the path-finding method,
we will try to use other methods to approximate the value of coverage and conditional
entropy of edge bundling methods. We also would like to include user studies in our future
work. A user study can testify and give more accurate values of coverage and conditional
entropy from a user perception perspective. In addition, general graph visualization can use
our information-theoretic metric to quantify the quality of their visualization results. Our
proposed metric can also be used to generate novel graph visualizations and be applied to
real-world applications.
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Chapter 6
A Deep Learning Framework for Edge
Bundling
6.1 Introduction
The family of edge bundling techniques have provided rich graph layouts to effectively
describe relational structures from a graph. The different layouts are generated by different
statistical or computational methods (e.g., spring-force model, Kernel Density Estimation
(KDE) model and Moving Least Squares (MLS)). Each of these methods yields different
results or styles of graph layouts. However, it lacks a unified framework that can generate
the layout (style) of edge bundling methods. Developing a unified layout (style) generator is
a challenging task. On one side, few unified frameworks of graph visualization have been
presented in the literature. On the other side, developing a unified framework that can mimic
the computational processes of different methods is a formidable task. In this chapter, I
present a deep learning framework for generating results of the image-based edge bundling
methods.
Deep learning techniques are promising to discover intriguing patterns from data in
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artificial intelligence applications. Deep learning techniques have been introduced and
achieved tremendous successes in many scientific and applied fields, such as image pro-
cessing, pattern recognition, computer vision, volumetric rendering, and natural language
processing. Deep learning has been used as a unified framework in image segmentation [66],
multi-task learning [17], multi-label classification [116], and biometric verification [104].
Deep learning techniques have attracted the visualization community in recent years. Since
deep learning techniques often include complex multi-layer architectures and a considerable
number of parameters, visualizations can help developers and researchers inspect and under-
stand the multi-layered structure and backpropagation process of deep learning networks.
Much visualization work focused on visualizing models, parameters, and processes in deep
learning networks. Yet, little attention has been put into using deep learning techniques to
generate style-wise graph visualizations.
In this chapter, I present a deep learning framework for generating results of the image-
based edge bundling methods. The proposed framework relies on the Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN). I name the framework as CNN-bundling. My framework provides a
general deep model to generate similar results from two different classes of edge bundling
visualizations. First, I revisit three different edge bundling methods and their techniques
from Section 5.4.1. Second, according to the generality of the edge bundling methods,
I conclude that grouping similar edges is technically advecting the sample points of the
edges locally. Hence, the objective of our learning model is to infer the sample points such
that the locations of inferred points will be as close to the sample points after advection
as possible. Third, I use synthetic graphs, and generate the corresponding edge bundling
results of a specific edge bundling technique. The generated results are used as training
datasets. Through training ten-thousands of results of a specific edge bundling visualization,
our deep framework can learn the style of the edge bundling technique, and generate similar
results compared to the target edge bundling technique. I demonstrate the effectiveness of
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our framework using comparisons between the results generated from our deep learning
framework and the results generated from three different edge bundling methods. The edge
bundling techniques I intend to train are KDE-based edge bundling and MLS-based edge
bundling.
6.2 Related Work
Since edge bundling methods have been reviewed in previous chapters, I refer readers to
Section 2.2 for revisiting the edge bundling methods. In this work, my method tends to
address the generation of different styles of two different types of edge bundling methods
using a deep learning technique. In this section, I will first revisit the image-based edge
bundling methods, which include KDE-based and MLS-based edge bundling methods. I
will also discuss some representative work in general graph uncluttering methods and deep
learning fields. For a more diverse graph visualization review, I refer readers to the following
work. Comprehensive surveys have been conducted by Herman et al. [43] and Vehlow et
al. [112] for graph visualization. Large graph visualizations and dynamic graphs have been
reviewed by Landesberger et al. [114] and Beck et al. [8] respectively.
Image-based techniques used a density assessment to guide bundling processes [11, 28,
47, 63, 84, 110]. A skeleton-based edge bundling is given in SBEB [28]. They combine
a distance field and an edge clustering method to create a 2D skeleton that is suitable
for converging the edges. The following methods are generally based on Kernel Density
Estimation. Kernel density estimation edge bundling (KDEEB, Figure 2.2.(f)) [47] first
introduced this idea. The basic pipeline is to first transform an input graph into a density
map using kernel density estimation, and then move the sample points of edges towards the
local density maxima to form bundles. Peysakhovich et al. [84] extended KDEEB using
edge attributes to distinguish bundles. CUDA Universal Bundling (CUBu) [110] used GPU
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acceleration to enable interactively bundling a graph with a million edges. Fast Fourier
Transform Edge Bundling (FFTEB) [63] improved the scalability of density estimation by
transforming the density space to the frequency space. The MLS-based method in Chapter 4
is also an image-based technique since it uses the same uniform sampling method to sample
the edges of a graph, and it also requires a local density assessment to regressively fit local
curves.
Edge bundling is one of the graph uncluttering methods. Therefore, our method is
highly related to graph uncluttering algorithms that include node overlap removal and edge
uncluttering. The graph uncluttering problem has been addressed by a few researchers.
Chuang et al. [68] used a potential field to remove node overlaps. Lyons et al. [71] proposed
a method to maintain the mental map of the layout by distributing the nodes of a graph evenly.
Force and spring models are often used in graph uncluttering and repositioning. The initial
work is done by Fruchterman et al. [34]. Li et al. [65] used a spring algorithm to remove
node overlaps. Huang et al. [46] used a force model to separate nodes which are close.
Gansner et al. [37] used a combined force and Voronoi diagram to generate an overlap-free
layout. Marriott et al. [74] and Dwyer et al. [26] leveraged constraint optimization in overlap
removal.
Deep learning techniques have been introduced to various scientific and applied fields.
Deep learning techniques have been used as a unified framework in image segmentation [66],
multi-task learning [17], multi-label classification [116], and biometric verification [104].
My work mainly uses CNN architecture to extract local features of the distribution of sample
points of a graph. Krizhevsky et al. [55] have used CNN technique in image classification and
recognition, and achieved tremendous success. The following studies [16, 25, 38, 103] have
shown that CNN of deep learning can be adaptable to specific tasks in pattern recognition,
object detection, and scene recognition. Researchers have made some efforts in addressing
the estimation of density estimation using neural network [3, 67].
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6.3 Problem Formalization
Essentially, edge bundling techniques advect the sample points of edges of a graph to cluster
edges in order to reduce edge clutter in terms of visual results. Similar to the previous chapter,
I refer to sample points of edges as sites. The operations of edge bundling techniques are
based on advecting each site to a new position where the new position is decided according
to the corresponding underlying algorithm. As mentioned in the previous chapters, Mean
Shift is used in KDE-based edge bundling methods, Moving Least Squares Projection is
used in MLSEB, and Spring Force is used in FDEB. Mean Shift advects sites to the local
density maxima, and Moving Least Squares Projection first fits a regression curve locally
and then projects the sites to the regression curve. The Spring Force model of FDEB moves
sites with combined forces. The combined forces applied on each site are generated by a
force-interactive model that depends on the distance from the site to the nearby compatible
sites. Note that in FDEB, not all the nearby sites should be considered to be interactive
with the site. Only the nearby sites that are compatible to this site are taken into account,
which is illustrated in Section 5.4.1. Hence, before advecting each site, a local information
of neighbour sites must be collected for each site. The Spring Force model, Mean Shift
and Moving Least Squares Projection algorithms were utilized to accomplish the position
assignment of a point cloud based on the information from the local neighbour sites of each
site. According to Equation 2.1, I formalize the operation of edge bundling algorithms as
follows: given a point cloud s = {(x1,y1),(x2,y2),(x3,y3), ...,(xn,yn)} sampled from the
edges of a graph, edge bundling is to find a position assignment of the sites, in which
each site (xi,yi) in the assignment is moved to a new position, such that connecting the
corresponding sites with new positions of each edge reduces the edge clutter for the graph
visualization. Different algorithms impose different bias towards the final positions for the
point cloud. Hence, different edge bundling techniques generate different layout styles for a
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Figure 6.1: The pipeline of our CNN framework for edge bundling.
graph, which is illustrated in Section 5.4.1 and Figure 5.8.
6.3.1 Model Description
I introduce a deep CNN framework to edge bundling methods. The overview of our CNN
framework is presented in Figure 6.1. Since this framework uses CNN architecture, I
name this framework CNN-bundling. The reason why I choose a deep CNN framework
over other deep learning framework is that the implementation of KDE-based and MLS
edge bundling is essentially an image-based method. It requires each site to calculate
the local distribution of neighbour sites (as discussed in Section 5.4.1), which can be
implemented using convolutional methods (e.g.,CUBu [110]). In deep learning applications,
CNN framework is often used to extract the local important feature and information for
forward propagation in image classification. Hence, CNN framework is adequate for training
the two edge bundling methods. The input of our model is the movement between the current
and next stage of each site, i.e., the initial position of each site and the new position of each
site after advection. The output I want to extract from this model is the feature vectors
that can infer the position of the current stage of each site to a predicted positionP(xi,yi),
which is often named inference, and P is the function of the forward propagation of the deep
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training model. Suppose I have the current position (xi,yi) of a site and its corresponding
new position (xi,yi), which is generated by the edge bundling algorithms (e.g., Force model,
Mean Shift, or Moving Least Squares). I refer (xi,yi) to be the groundtruth position in the
following content. My model consists of one input layer, four convolutional layers, four
fully connected layers, and one loss function. The overview of our architecture is shown in
Figure 6.1. The input layer is essentially the vector representation of the current position
(xi,yi). The hidden layers contain two components. The first one is multi-convolutional
layers, the other is a fully connected neural network. The multilayer of CNN is to find the
local feature for each site, which is essentially the density estimation of the sites in the local
area. The fully connected layers use the local feature generated from CNN to predict the
coordinates of the sites in the next stage. Each hidden layer between the input and output
layers is a feature vector. The values of feature vectors are initialized to random values. The
output layer, which is the last layer of the fully connected layers, outputs a vector that is
the predicted position through forward propagation. The groundtruth (xi,yi) is used as a
supervising correction, such that the gradient can be computed via a loss function, and it
is fed backward through the network to update the feature vectors. The feature vector is
obtained after a number of iterations, which is usually referred to as epochs in Artificial
Intelligence applications. Finally, I extract the feature vectors for each site and apply the
trained feature vectors to predict the new position of a site. UsingP(xi,yi) in the visual
result, I can have the inferred edge bundling result of a specific edge bundling method. In
the rest of this section, I will discuss the specific implementation of the input layer, the
hidden layer, and the output layer.
First, similar to Section 3.4.2, I accumulate sites on an image buffer. The width w and
the height h of the buffer are set to be the resolution of the display. The accumulation can
be done by using direct rendering. After rendering, the buffer gives a w×h histogram of
3-tuples that contain the xi and yi coordinates of the site and the number of sites falling
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into that pixel. The 3-tuple histogram is then a w× h× 3 matrix. This is the data in the
input layer. Second, I use a convolutional neural network combined with a fully connected
neural network as the hidden layers in our deep learning architecture. My architecture of
hidden layers contains four convolutional layers followed by four fully connected layers.
Each layer (including both convolutional and fully connected layers) has a ReLU activation
function. The kernel size of each convolutional layer is wn×hn. The exacted features in
each layer are set to be k0, k1, k2, and k3. The convolutional layers output a wn×hn× k3
matrix. As this matrix is the output of the four convolutional layers, the k3 features are
extracted, which should contain a good representation of the local distribution of sites based
on xi, yi and the accumulated number of sites. By combining xi and yi of the site with the k3
features falling into the (xi,yi) pixel, I can get a k3+2 features from the site. I then feed the
k3+2 features into a fully connected neural network and the output layer generates a vector
OUTi =P(xi,yi), which is the predicted coordinate of the original site. Suppose I have the
output (xi,yi) from an existing algorithm as supervising groundtruth, the loss function can
be thus formalized as:
L = ‖P(xi,yi)− (xi,yi)‖ (6.1)
I use stochastic gradient descent (SGD) to minimize the loss function through multiple
epochs. The feature vectors are updated through multiple epochs based on the gradient
with respect to the loss functionL . That is, I want to reduce the discrepancy between the
predicted positions of sites and the ground truth as much as possible. If the discrepancy
can be reduced small enough, I consider my model can predict the position of sites given a
certain edge bundling algorithm. I use multiple synthetic graphs to train the feature vectors
and use data from the real world data to infer the edge bundling results. Given m synthetic
graphs {G1,G2, ...,Gi, ...,Gm}, I consider the edges of each graph can be sampled into
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si = {(xi1,yi1),(xi2,yi2),(xij,yij), ...,(xin,yin)}. I consider the sites in a graph as a batch. My
model only trained one batch at a time. In each epoch, I iterate through all batches to update
the feature vectors. I set the kernel size to be 6% of the resolution size. The feature size k0,
k1, k2, and k3 in the convolutional layer are set to be 20, 30, 40, and 50, respectively. The
sizes of the fully connected layers are set to be 100, 60, 20, and 2, respectively. Figure 6.1
illustrates these settings. In this chapter, I use a heuristic study to decide these parameters,
and use Tensorflow [1] as our deep learning programming library.
6.4 Synthetic Dataset
In this work, I use a synthetic dataset as the training dataset, and use a real-world dataset
as the test dataset to generate the inferred result. The reason why I use a synthetic dataset
in the training process is that using real-world datasets as training data is not practical.
This is because, in a regular training process, it may require a considerable number of data.
Typically, Krizhevsky [55] used the CNN architecture that requires at least one million
images as train datasets. On the other hand, I want the inferred results to cover as many
conditions as possible. These conditions may contain different edge placements in the
original node-link diagram. In order to avoid overfitting, our training dataset should contain
as many different edge placements as possible. In real-world applications, it is very hard to
collect a sufficiently large amount of graph data that cover all possible conditions. Hence,
I decided to use synthetic graphs as training datasets. The synthetic dataset I use in this
chapter contains graphs in which the vertices of edges are randomly generated. I think
when the number of edges of a graph is large enough, the graph is reasonable to use as a
training dataset. The inference will be compared to the results generated from the existing
state-of-the-art edge bundling methods in order to demonstrate our work in Section 6.6. Our
synthetic dataset contains ten thousand graphs. The two vertices of an edge are randomly
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placed in a [20,80] space. To achieve a general model and avoid overfitting, I use graphs
with different edges. The graphs with 1000 to 4000 edges and the graphs with 4000 to 8000
edges accounted for 40% of the total graphs each. The remaining 20% are the graphs that
have 8000 to 16000 edges.
6.5 Training and Testing
In one training epoch, one batch contains a number of sites. I use the sites in a graph
as a batch. One training epoch just uses the current position in the input layer and the
groundtruth position as correction in the output layer. The output layer is updated through
forward propagation and the feature vectors are updated via backpropagation. The feature
vectors are the output that will be used in the test phase. Each training epoch is to learn the
movement of one iteration of a specific edge bundling process. In the test phase, I use the
same number of inference steps as the iteration number of the corresponding edge bundling
methods to infer the predicted positions because I want to generate the similar edge bundling
result. That is, if an edge bundling process iterates ten times to move the site of a graph for
the final result, I will conduct the same number of times of forward propagation to infer the
predicted positions in the reference phase. The number of iterations used in MLSEB is 10
while in CUBu, we use 20 iterations to get the bundling result from the synthetic graphs.
To generate a perfect model is difficult and may be very time-consuming. Hence, I set a
threshold of mean squared error generated from the loss function. When the mean squared
error is below the threshold, CNN-bundling stops training. The threshold is set to be 0.06,
and the drawings of the graphs are all normalized to a 0 to 100 space.
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(a) US airlines using CNN-bundling (b) US airlines using KDE-based edge bundling
(c) US migrations using CNN-bundling (d) US migrations using KDE-based edge bundling
Figure 6.2: The visualization results of (a) US airlines using CNN-bundling, (b) US airlines
using CUBu, (c) US migrations using CNN-bundling, and (d) US migrations using CUBu.
(a) US airlines using CNN-bundling (b) US airlines using KDE-based edge bundling
Figure 6.3: The visualization results of the large US migrations using (a) CNN-bundling
and (b) CUBu.
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6.6 Results
In this section, I compare the inferred results of CNN-bundling and the results generated
by the edge bundling methods. Specifically, the edge bundling methods compared in this
section are the results generated from the original CUBu and MLSEB. First, I compare the
visual results. Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3 show the comparisons of the results generated
from our CNN framework and CUBu using the graphs of U.S. airlines, U.S.migrations,
and France airlines, respectively. The feature vectors in this comparison are trained from
ten thousand synthetic graphs using the edge bundling transition of CUBu. The kernel of
our CNN framework in the feature vectors is 6% of the resolution size. My framework
generates a very similar visualization compared to the result of the original CUBu. I also use
the MLS-based method to train the feature vectors with the same CNN framework and the
synthetic graphs. Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3 show the comparisons of the results generated
from CNN-bundling and MLSEB using U.S. airlines, U.S.migrations, and France airlines,
respectively. These figures demonstrate that CNN-bundling can generate similar results of
different edge bundling methods.
Next, I compare the inferred results and the groundtruth results statistically. I first
compare how close the inferred points are to the sample points after iterative advections
for each edge bundling technique. A straight-forward way is to compare the Euclidean
distance between an inferred point and the corresponding point in groundtruth, i.e., error. I
use the mean squared error to measure the difference between the inferred edge bundling
result and the groundtruth result of a graph. I calculate the mean squared error of all sites
in a Euclidean space that is normalized to 0 to 100. The mean squared error is presented
in a percentage manner. Moreover, I use the information-theoretic metric presented in
Chapter 5 to measure and compare the results. Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 show that the statical
information of the inferred edge bundling results and the groundtruth of the corresponding
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(a) US airlines using CNN-bundling (b) US airlines using MLS-based edge bundling.
(c) US migrations using CNN-bundling (d) US migrations using MLS-based edge bundling
Figure 6.4: The visualization results of (a) US airlines using CNN-bundling, (b) US airlines
using CUBu, (c) US migrations using CNN-bundling, and (d) US migrations using CUBu.
edge bundling techniques.
As Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 show, the results generated from CNN-bundling have larger
coverage and H(W ) values in most of the cases, since Figure 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5 show
that the groundtruth edge bundling results have a tighter bundling effect. My framework is a
generic edge bundling generator that can generate different styles of CUBu and MLSEB
using the same configuration in the code.
Table 6.1: Comparison between CUBu and CNN-bundling
Graph U.S. airlines U.S. migrations France airlines
Mean error Coverage H(W ) Mean error Coverage H(W ) Mean error Coverage H(W )
CUBu N/A 73.9% 0.663 N/A 59.2% 0.532 N/A 58.1% 0.645
CNN-bundling 1.08% 71.0% 0.701 0.890% 60.9% 0.500 1.79% 63.3% 0.712
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(a) US airlines using CNN-bundling (b) US airlines using MLS-based edge bundling
Figure 6.5: The visualization results of France airlines using (a) CNN-bundling and (b)
MLSEB.
Table 6.2: Comparison between MLSEB and CNN-bundling
Graph U.S. airlines U.S. migrations France airlines
Mean error Coverage H(W ) Mean error Coverage H(W ) Mean error Coverage H(W )
MLSEB N/A 80.1% 0.846 N/A 73.8% 0.681 N/A 70.5% 0.660
CNN-bundling 1.806% 83.6% 0.855 1.51% 69.2% 0.725 1.69% 72.6% 0.738
6.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, I leverage a CNN framework to learn the edge bundling results from a set
of synthetic graphs. I formalize the problem of our learning model for edge bundling to
be a point movement problem where the inferred points should be as close to the advected
points of the real edge bundling techniques in every iteration as possible. I design a set of
CNN layers and a loss function to learn the advection of points of a corresponding edge
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bundling technique. My results show that the CNN framework is able to generate similar
results compared to the real edge bundling methods. My approach showed that I provide a
good initial work to investigate the deep learning model for graph visualization. Though
the running time of our deep learning framework is not superior to the original GPU-based
implementation of the compared edge bundling methods, I believe that our promising result
will inspire researchers to investigate deep learning approaches for graph visualization, and
possibly improve the performance and effectiveness in the future. I also believe that our
theoretical model and experimental results can contribute to a comprehensive picture of
the applications of machine learning for graph visualization. In the future, I would like
to improve the performance and accuracy of our deep learning framework. I believe that
generating a good edge bundle result with our deep learning framework is not confined only
to CNN. Other models would be useful, and more edge bundling methods can be unified in
the future. Last but not least, our deep learning framework can be very easily extended to a
broader range of graph visualization (for example, node uncluttering algorithms) in the near
future.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
In this dissertation, I have holistically addressed the key challenges in edge bundling methods,
and presented several novel algorithms for edge bundling communities. My contribution in
this field is fourfold:
First, I tackle edge bundling from a system perspective. I exploit standard graphics
hardware functions and libraries, and present a novel framework that enables edge bundling
on web-based platforms in Chapter 3. I adopt a force-directed edge bundling method and an
image-based edge bundling method in my framework, combining a parallel texture-based
processing scheme to accelerate the bundling process. My framework enables interactivity
on web-based platforms. In this framework, I take advantage of the texture-based parallel
processing of WebGL, which is supported in most of the ubiquitous smart devices. My work
optimizes an end-to-end (from bundling to rendering) process that enables an effective and
interactive large graph visualization on web-based platforms. My web-based implementation
achieves a great performance improvement compared to the fastest CUDA-based edge
bundling implementation on a large graph with half of a million edges. I also demonstrate
the performance of my framework by comparing the existing web-based and CUDA-based
edge-bundling methods using different real-world graphs and standard graphics cards on
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different devices.
Second, I further improve edge bundling by considering the aspects of algorithm com-
plexity and visualization quality. I introduce a new edge bundling method that leverages a
Moving Least Squares (MLS) approximation. My edge bundling method is named Moving
Least Squares Edge Bundling (MLSEB). In Chapter 4, I illustrate that MLSEB improves
graph layout quality based on a preliminary quantitative metric. MLSEB also simplifies the
computational steps of edge bundling methods. My approach generates bundle effects by
iteratively projecting each sample point of an edge to its local regression curve based on its
neighborhood’s density. Such a local regression method can produce a better convergence
result using fewer iterations. Complicated processing steps, such as resampling and smooth-
ing, are thus avoided. Compared to other edge bundling methods, my method provides a
better quality based on a preliminary quality metric. MLSEB achieves the same quantitative
quality value with less computational steps compared to the state-of-the-art edge bundling
algorithm. MLSEB is implemented used GPUs. The performance result also shows that my
CUDA-based implementation is at the same order of magnitude of the fastest edge bundling
method in terms of computational speed.
Third, I propose an information-theoretic framework to evaluate the visual results of edge
bundling techniques in Chapter 5. I first illustrate the advantage of edge bundling visualiza-
tions for large graphs, and pinpoint the ambiguity resulting from drawing results. Second, we
define and quantify the amount of information delivered by edge bundling visualization from
the underlying network using information theory. I present a new algorithm to evaluate the
resulting layouts of edge bundling using the amount of the mutual information between a raw
network dataset and its edge bundling visualization. The information-theoretic metric relies
on the number of visual paths between two nodes in a graph. Third, I use a computational
method to approximate the number of paths between two nodes in a graph drawing image.
Comparing different parameter combinations of a specific method using the proposed metric
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helps find out the optimal parameter combination of a specific edge bundling method for
an edge bundling application. Comparison examples based on the proposed framework
between different edge bundling techniques are also presented. Domain experts can use our
metric to find out the best edge bundling method for their applications.
Fourth, I present a generic deep learning framework to generate different styles of
edge bundles using a deep learning technique in Chapter 6. Our deep learning technique
can mimic the styles and layouts of a specific edge bundling methods. My deep learning
framework mainly uses a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) architecture to learn and
mimic the local information estimation of edge bundling methods. Using the feature vectors
trained from the results of a specific edge bundling method, we can infer the final layout
result of the corresponding edge bundling method. Our framework is a unified edge bundling
layout generator that can adapt the image-based edge bundling methods. Our framework
can also inspire researchers to investigate how to use deep learning techniques to generate
effective graph visualization results, such that the mature edge bundling field can be pushed
forward.
In the future, I will explore deep learning methods to infer the results of graph visual-
izations for general graph layouts. Apart from bundling methods, this research can be also
applicable and extendable for addressing node uncluttering in graph visualization. I will
also extend my research to community detection for extremely large graphs. It is promising
to leverage the results of community detection to create novel effective visualization for
extremely large graphs.
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